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ABSTRACT
A numerical model is developed which calculates the atmospheric
corrections to infrared radiometric measurements due to absorption
and emission by water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. The corrections
due to aerosols are not accounted for. The transmissions functions for
water vapor and carbon dioxide are those given by Davis and Viezee (1964).
The transmission function for ozone is that given by Moskalenko (1969).
The model requires as input the vertical distribution of temperature and
water vapor as determined by a standard radiosonde. The vertical distri-
bution of carbon dioxide is assumed to be constant. The vertical distribu-
tion of ozone is an average of observed values. The model also requires as
input the spectral response function of the radiometer and the nadir angle
at which the measurements were made. A listing of the FORTRAN program is
given with details for its use and examples of input and output litsings.
Calculations for four model atmospheres are presented to illustrate the
nature of the atmospheric correction for a variety of atmospheric condi-
tions and for two different radiometers.
v
INTRODUCTION
The infrared radiometers used on aircraft and satellites to determine
the surface temperature of the earth sense radiation in the most transpa-
rent parts of the absorption spectrum of a cloudless, dustless atmosphere.
Presently, the most used part of the spectrum is the 800 - 1200 cm-l1 wave-
number (8-141m) atmospheric "window". This window is somewhat dirty due
mainly to absorption by water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone and aerosols
(haze, smog, pollution, etc.). Most clouds are so highly absorbing
(McDonald, 1960) as to make infeasible the detection of radiation from the
earth's surface through the clouds. When viewing clouds the radiometer
essentially measures cloud top temperatures. For a comprehensive treat-
ment of the absorption characteristics of the atmosphere, the reader is
referred to Goody (1964).
In order to ascertain surface temperature from the radiance measured
by the radiometer, the absorption and emission by water vapor, carbon
dioxide, ozone and aerosols must be accounted for. This report describes
the second version (Boudreau, 1972) of a computerized model which is being
developed for calculating the atmospheric corrections to radiometric measure-
ments made in the 800 - 1200 cm-l1 window. The atmospheric correction is
defined as the difference between the actual temperature and the temperature
as determined remotely by radiometer. This model is written 4n FORTRAN IV
and calculates the atmospheric correction due to water vapor, carbon dioxide,
and ozone only. The transmission functions for water vapor and carbon
dioxide are taken to be those given by Davis and Viezee (1964). The trans-
mission function for ozone is that given by Moskalenko (1968, 1971).
2The vertical distribution of temperature, water vapor, carbon dioxide
and ozone must be specified for the model from the surface to the altitude
for which the correction is to be calculated. The variation in the verti-
cal distribution of carbon dioxide is small and assumed to be constant at
330 ppm. An average vertical distribution of ozone for 200N given by
Hering and Borden (1964) and shown in Fig. 1 is used since ozonesonde
observations are not readily available. The model accepts as input the
vertical distribution of temperature and water vapor as determined by a
standard radiosonde. The model assumes that relative humidity is 10% when
the humidity is low enough to cause "motorboating" to be reported in the
radiosonde. Above the highest altitude for which measurements have been
made by radiosonde and to a pressure altitude of 1 mb, the model uses the
temperature structure from average soundings for 300 N which are given by
Valley (1965). For the months of May through October and November through
April, the 300 N soundings for the months of July and January, respectively,
are used. The distributions for 30'N are used in the model since the model
will be applied to remotely sensed data taken around that latitude, but it
may be modified easily to incorporate other distributions.
The water vapor profiles used for the upper atmosphere are those
proposed by Clark (1973) based on the work of Goldman, et al., (1973),
Mastenbrook (1971), McKinnon and Morewood (1970), Murcray et al., (1969),
and Scholtz et al., (1970). Two water vapor profiles are used: a summer
profile for the months of May through October and a winter profile for the
months of November through April. These profiles are shown in Fig. 2.
Since measurements of the vertical distribution of aerosol concentra-
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Fig. 2. Proposed average water vapor profiles for the
upper atmosphere for summer and winter (from
Clark, 1973).
5functions for aerosols are not well known, the model at this stage of
development does not include the atmospheric correction due to aerosols.
The present model was developed in part to study the effects of aerosols
on remotely sensed infrared data. The difference between the actual
atmospheric correction determined from a remote sensing experiment and
the calculated atmospheric correction given by the model described here
for the same experimental condition would be due mainly to aerosols.
Hence, the gross aerosol correction can be studied empirically using
this model.
The atmospheric correction is specific to each radiometer, being a
function of the radiometer's spectral response function, which describes
the variation in the radiometer's response across the spectral band of
800 - 1200 cm-l1 . Therefore, the model also requires as input the spectral
response function of the radiometer for which the atmospheric correction
is being calculated.
DEVELOPMENT
Radiometrically determined temperature. If no atmosphere were
present, an infrared radiometer at altitude z would detect a radiance,
Do , expressed by
V2
Do = y(v)S(v,e,Ts)dv, (1)1(1)
vi
where v is wavenumber, y(v) is the radiometer's response function, v, and
v2 are the limits within which y(v)>o, S(v,T s) is the radiant intensity
leaving the earth's surface, Ts is the surface temperature of the earth,
and e is the nadir angle at which the radiometer is veiwing the earth's
surface. Eq. (1) and the equations for radiance which follow implicity
express the radiance integrated over the solid angle viewed by the radio-
meter.
Surface temperature may be obtained from measurements of Do as
follows. Eq. (1) may be written as
Do = yS(vo,O,Ts)Av, (2)
where v, is defined such that
v2
S(v0,O,Ts) = .f S(v,O,Ts)dv/(v2-l), (3)
V2 v2
y = f y(v)S(v,e,Ts)dv/f S(v,e,Ts)dv, (4)
Vl vl
and
7AV = v-v 1. (5)
Assuming that the earth is a black-body radiator, we take
S(v,e,Ts) = B(v,Ts) = avo3/[exp(bvo/Ts)-l], (6)
where a = 8.9349 x 10O- 3 cal cm2sec-'ster -I and b = 1.4385 cm deg. The
use of (6) in (2) allows us to solve for Ts,
Ts = bvo/ln((yAva 3o /Do)+l). (7)
The surface temperature determined by this method is referred to as
an equivalent blackbody temperature or a brightness temperature since it
is not the actual surface temperature unless the surface radiates as a
blackbody.
Sensing through a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere at a nadir
angle 6, a radiometer at height, wr, detects a radiance, D(wr), given by
D(wr ) = y(v) B(v,w)t(v,(w r-)f(e))dwSw rw )d
+ B(v,Ts)T(v,Wrf(e)) dv, (8)
where T is the transmissivity of the atmosphere, B(v,w) is the Planckian
function given by (6), f(e) a function which accounts for the increased
atmospheric path length when viewing at nadir angle e (if a flat earth is
assumed, f(e) = sece), and height, z, is expressed in terms of precipita-
ble water, w. The relation between height and precipitable water is given
by z
w =  pdz/p', (9)
0
where p and p' are the density of water vapor and liquid water, respectively.
The Planckian function, B(v,w), can be expressed as a function of w because
atmospheric temperature, T=T(w). A derivation of (8) is given by Boudreau
(1968).
Spherical earth geometry. Due to its spherical shape, the earth appears
as a disk below the aircraft or satellite. The edge of the disk is located
at a nadir angle, e', which with the help of Fig. 3 is seen to be given by
0' = arc sin (R/R+H) (10)
where R = 6370 km, the radius of the earth,and H is the altitude of the
sensor. Hence, we only need concern ourselves with data taken at e < e'.
For e < e', the path length, ds, at 2 is given by Wark, et al., (1963) as
ds = [(R+z)mzdz]/[(R4z) 2 m z2-o 2 (R+Z0 )2]1/2, (11)
where n z and no are the indices of refraction of air at z and the surface,
respectively, and Po is the minimum height of the refracted ray. Now, nz
and no are obtained from the formula
n = 1 + CP/T (12)
where P and T are air pressure (mb) and temperature (K) and
C = 77.526 X 10-6 K/mb. (13)
zo is obtained from Eqs. (2) and (4) of Wark et al., (1963), i.e.,
zo = ((R+z)sine)/no-R. (14)
HR
EARTH
FIG.3. The earth as seen from an altitude,H.
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Transmissivity functions. The transmissivity, Tw, of water vapor
for wave number intervals of 25 cm-1 in the 800 to 1200 cm- 1 window is
given by Davis and Viezee (1964) as
b(v)
Tw(Av,w) = exp {-[L(v)wP] }. (15)
Occasionally it is required to calculate atmospheric corrections for an
instrument that has a response that extends slightly beyond the 800 to
1200 cm-1 window. Outside the 800 - 1200 cm-i window, Davis and Viezee
(1964) give the following transmissivity functions. For water vapor
transmissivity at v < 800 cm-1 ,
TW(Av,w) = exp{-AL(v)w(l+3.17AL(v)w/P)- '.5}, (16)
in which
A = [0.76+(0.58+0.48P2) 0 5s] p-°.1(T/To)b(v).  (17)
For water vapor transmissivity at v > 1200 cm- ,
TW(Av,W) - exp{-BL(v)w(1+4.9BL(v)w/P)-0 .5 }, (18)
in which
B = [l.18+(l.38+0.48P2)0 .5]P- 0 .15. (19)
For carbon dioxide transmissivity at 550 < v < 800 cm1- ,
Tc(Av,wc) = expf-0.4PO. 8 {[ck(v)wc+l] 0 . s -l } ] ,  (20)
where
c = (0.8 7+PO.B)pa(T/To )c(v) (21)
and
a = 1.2 - 0.15 log P. (22)
In (15) through (22), P = p/1013.2, where p is pressure in millibars,
To = 273.16K, wc is the optical path in atmos-cm of carbon dioxide, and
values of L(v), k(v), b(v), and c(v) for increments of Av=25 cm-1 are listed
in DECK 3, BLOCK DATA PROGRAM of the FORTRAN program given in the Appendix.
The transmissivity, To(6v,o) of ozone for irregular wave number
intervals of < 10 cm-1 in the 602-847, 965-1175, 2000-2180 cm-1 bands is
given by Moskalenko (1969, 1971)
To(6v,w o ) = exp[-a(v)wom(v)Pn(v)], (23)
where wo is the optical depth of ozone and values of B(v), m(v) and n(v)
for 6v < 10cm'- are listed in DECK 3, BLOCK DATA PROGRAM of the program
given in the Appendix.
The ozone transmissivity is specified for 6v < 10cm -1 and is matched
to the 25cm-1 intervals of the water vapor transmission as follows. The
ozone transmissivity, To(Av,Wo), for the 25- 1cm intervals is taken to be
Planckian - weighted transmissivity of the 6v intervals,
V I I
where Av = v" -v', the 25cm'1 interval of water vapor. The relation-
ship between Av and 6vk = vk+l - vk is shown in Fig. 4. Eq. (24) is
calculated as (ommitting the wo symbolism for symplicity)
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To(Av) = B1(T)(6v1)(v2-v') + B2 (T)T(6v2 )(v3-v2 )
+ --- + Bm(T)T(6m)(V"-Vm)], (25)
in which
M = B1 (T)(v 2 -v') + B2 (T)(v 3-v2) + -. + Bn(T)(v"-vn), (26)
B1(T) = B((v'+v 2 )/2,T), (27)
Bk(T) = B((vk+vk+l)/2,T), (28)
Bn(T) = B((vn+v")/2,T). (29)
Since the highest ozone concentration are found in the stratosphere, an
average T = 240 0 K is used in calculating (25) - (29).
Water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone radiate mutually in some bands
in the spectrum. For these bands, the transmissivity is taken to be the
product of the individual transmissivities, i.e.,
T = Tw(Av,W)Tc(Av,Wc)To(Av,Wo). (30)
outside the mutual bands, r is taken to be rw .
Numerical model. We solve a numerical analog to (8) since is can
not in general be solved in closed form. In finite difference notation,
(8) may be approximated as
n m-1






sec)} + B(j,Ts)T(vj ,w m f(e)) Aj, (31)
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where the Avj are constrained by the transmissivity functions to be 25cm -1,
vj is the value of v at the midpoint of the 25cm-1 interval, and
Ti= (Ti+ l + Ti)/2. (32)
In the computation of the T(vj,Wk) from the Davis and Viezee functions and
the Moskalenko function, in place of P and T, we use an effective pressure,
Pe, and temperature, Te, given by
wm  w m  m-1
Xe fi X dw dw w 1 Wk Awz(Xz+1-X,)/2, (33)
wk wk =k
where X can be pressure or temperature, w is the optical depth of the
atmospheric constituent for which r(Av,w) is being calculated [e.g. w=w o
for To(Av,wo) ] , and
Aw, = W+1 - w' . (34)
The concentration of carbon dioxide is assumed to be constant; therefore,
the effective pressure of carbon dioxide can be calculated from (33) as
follows:
wm wm zm Zm
Pe P dw f dw f ppd f pd, (35)
Wk wk zk zk
through the use of (9). The use of the ratio, qc, for carbon dioxide
qc = pc/pa' (36)
where Pc and pa are the densities of carbon dioxide and air, respectively,
and the hydrostatic equation,
15
a =z -Pag, (37)
in which g is the acceleration of gravity (98 cm sec- 2), in (35) obtains
Pk Pk
Pe = p q dp q dp. (38)
Pm Pm
Now, qc = constant, therefore (38) may be integrated to obtain
Pe = (Pk + Pm)/2. (39)
The radiance D(w ) detected by the radiometer is converted to an
equivalent blackbody temperature, Tr, through use of the calibration
relation
v2 n
Dc = y(v)B(v,Tr)dv - y(vj)B(vj,Tr)A j. (40)
vi j=l
Eq. (40) is used to calculate a table of Dc versus Tr over the range of
Tr that is expected to be encountered when using the radiometer. Then we
interpolate in this table to find Tr that corresponds to the value of
D(wm) obtained from (31). The atmospheric correction, ATs, is given by
ATs = Ts - Tr, (41)
where Ts is assumed to be the air temperature at the surface as reported
by the radiosonde observation.
Optical depths. Precipitable water, w, is computed from temperature,
dew point temperature, and pressure as follows. The hydrostatic equation,
(37), is used to write (9) as
16
p L
w =/q dp/p'g ' qA/p'g, (42)
Po k=1
where q is the average specific humidity in the layer Ap.
In (42), q is obtained from the relation (Haltiner and Martin, 1957)
q = 0.622e/(p-0.378e), (43)
in which vapor pressure, e, is determined from dew point temperature
using the Goff-Gratch relation specified in List (1971).
The optical depth of carbon dioxide in atm-cm is computed from
z
wc= c fp dz. (44)
o
where Pc is the density of carbon dioxide at STP. The use of (36) and
(37) in (44) gives
p
wc --- qc dp (45)
p cgp
Po
which, since qc = 0.5x10-3, may be integrated to obtain
wc = 0.260 (po - p) (46)
where p is in millibars.
The optical depth of ozone in atm-cm is computed from
Z p




by (37). In (47), po is the density of ozone and p'o is the density of
ozone at STP. Letting
q op o (48)
(47) is calculated from
L
wo 1 qoAP (49)
= 1
where qo is the average value for the layer Ap.
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
For purposes of illustrating the atmospheric correction model and the
nature of atmospheric corrections, calculations are presented for four
typical distributions of water vapor and temperature given by Valley (1965)
and for two radiometers: the NOAA-2 SR and the RS-18. The response func-
tions for the NOAA-2 SR and the RS-18 are shown in Fig. 9. The vertical
distributions to a pressure altitude of 100 mb of temperature and dew
point for the four model atmospheres are shown in Figs. 10 - 13. The
atmospheric corrections which correspond to the four model atmosphere are
shown for the NOAA-2 SR in Fig. 14 and for the RS-18 in Figure 15.
As can be seen in Fig. 9, the response of the NOAA-2 SR avoids the
ozone and carbon dioxide bands and is therefore only sensitive to absorp-
tion and emission by water vapor. Fig. 14 shows that for the four model
atmospheres the atmospheric correction is positive and increases with
height. In the upper levels (> 300 mb) the correction increases more
slowly than at lower levels because specific humidity becomes very low.
As the amount of water vapor approaches zero with increasing height, the
atmospheric correction approaches a constant value with height.
The spectral response of the RS-18 radiometer is much broader (see
Fig. 9) than that of the NOAA-2 SR; it's response extends into the carbon
dioxide band and contains the ozone band. Fig. 15 shows that the atmos-
pheric correction for the RS-18 does not approach zero with increasing
height above 300 mb but due to emission and absorption by carbon dioxide
and ozone continues to increase to approximately 10 mb and then decreases
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Fig. 9. Response Functions for the RS-18 and NOAA-2 SR.
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at Zero Nadir Angle.
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to the increase of temperature with height in the stratosphere (-100 -
1 mb) such that at about 10 mb the temperatures are greater than the
effective radiating temperature of the atmosphere below. The maximum
concentration of ozone occurs around 10 mb and the increased emission due
to ozone at these warmer temperatures causes the radiance to increase
with height above 10 mb which results in decreasing the atmospheric cor-
rection. The RS-18 is an airborne scanning radiometer designed for ob-
taining low altitude infrared imagery. It is obviously ill-suited for
satellite application due to the effects of ozone and carbon dioxide.
The temperature lapse rates do not vary significantly in the model
atmospheres. As such, the magnitude of the atmospheric correction is
primarily a function of the amount of water vapor. The atmospheric
correction for the NOAA-2 SR varies (see Fig. 14) from 9.8C for the very
humid atmospheric model 1 (Tropical Storm) to 1.7C for the relatively dry
atmospheric model 4 (Mid-latitude Winter). Similarly, the atmospheric
correction for the RS-18 being flown at a pressure altitude of 700 mb
(~-10,000 ft.) varies from 4.4C for the humid Tropical Storm to 1.8C for
the drier Mid-latitude Winter model.
The above calculations were made for zero nadir angle. The effect of
viewing at a nadir angle greater than zero would be to displace the curves
in Figs. 14 and 15 to the right, i.e. toward larger atmospheric correction.
This larger correction is due to the longer atmospheric path encountered
when the surface is viewed at a nadir angle greater than zero. The longer
atmospheric path increases the magnitude of the atmospheric correction.
Atmospheric corrections for the Eglin, AFB, Florida, 1115 GMT, 21
November 1971 radiosonde (shown in Fig. 16) illustrate the effects of a
27
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temperature inversion at the surface on atmospheric correction. The tempe-
rature increases approximately 5 degrees C from the surface to 1500 feet.
The emission from this layer of air which is warmer than the surface causes
the atmospheric correction as shown in Fig. 17 to be negative to an alti-
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A numerical model has been developed which calculates the atmospheric
corrections due to water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone. Future versions
of this model should include the corrections due to aerosols so that the
model will have more general applicability. When more general versions of
this model are developed, they should be subjected to the test of compari-
son with observation. Of course the present model can be used to calculate
atmospheric corrections when aerosol concentration is low. Furthermore, the
difference between the actual correction determined from a remote sensing
experiment and the calculated correction given by the radiation model for
the same experimental condition would be due mainly to aerosols. Hence,




FORTRAN PROGRAM OF MODEL
General. In order to facilitate the comparison of the model as de-
scribed by formulae in the text and the FORTRAN program which follows,
a listing of FORTRAN symbols and their corresponding text symbols is given
in Table 1.
Table 1. FORTRAN symbols and their corresponding text symbols.
FORTRAN TEXT DEFINITION
A A temporary variable used in transmission
computations
ABSOR LV An absorption coefficient for transmission
through water vapor in the wave number
range 25 to 2150 cm-l
ABSORC kv  An absorption coefficient for transmission
through carbon dioxi e in the wave number
range 550 to 800 cm-
ABSORO An absorption coefficient for transmission
through ozone in the wave number range
575 - 2150 cm-
ANGLE o Observation angle from nadir to target
ATCENT w A table of optical depths of carbon dioxide
c in atmosphere centimeters
ATMOS B(vj,Ti) The blackbody function for wave number vj
and temperature Ti
B A temporary variable used in transmission
computations
BBODY B(vu T.) The blackbody function for wave number vjj 1 and temperature T.
BETA A temporary variable used in transmission
computations





CPRESS Effective pressure of carbon dioxide
D A temporary variable used in transmission
computations
DEGREE A table of temperatures whose midpoint is
the surface target temperature
DELTRA The change in transmissivity between layers
DETECT D(wm) The detector intensity, cal cm-2 sec
DEWAVG Average dewpoint of an atmospheric layer
DEWPT Dew point temperature
DLTEMP AT Temperature correction from surface to
sensor
DRTEMP Tr Simulated temperature observed by sensor
EXPRESS Pe Effective pressure of water vapor
ETEMPS Te Effective temperature of water vapor
EXPOMO m(v) An absorption exponent for transmission
through ozone i9 the wave number range
600 to 2150 cm"
EXPON b An absorption exponent for transmissionV through water vapor i7 the wave number
range 800 to 1200 cm-
EXPONC c An absorption exponent for transmission
v through carbon dioxide in the wave num-
ber range 550 to 800 cm-1
EXPONO n(v) An absorption exponent for transmission
through ozone ii the wave number range
600 to 2150 cm-'
FUNCTI Y The percent response of a sensor to
energy in a given wave number interval
HEADER A table for instrument names
HEADI





HEATER D A blackbody intensity table simulating
c instrument response to a blackbody
HEIGHT z A table of radiosonde observation altitudes
HIGH Average height of an atmospheric layer
HUM q A table of specific humidities for each
atmospheric layer
HUMID Average water vapor mixing ratio of an
atmospheric layer
I i Atmospheric layer index
INTEN Sum used to determine integral detector
intensity
INTER Vj A table of wave number mid-points
INTERV Avj A wave number interval
J j The wave number interval index
LEVELS The number of levels at which radiosonde
data is given or is interpolated
LIM m-l The maximum number of layers to the level
of observation
LIMIT m The number of levels of data available
ONE 1.0
OTCENT w Optical depth of ozone in atmosphere
o centimeters
OZONE q A table of ratios of the density of ozone
to its density at STP for each atmospheric
layer











PRATIO P The ratio of the average pressure within
an atmospheric layer to a standard of
1013.2 mb
PRESS p A table of pressures
RESPON y(v) A table of response functions defining
an instrument
SFCBB The contribution from a surface target
image
SLOPEA Temporary variables used to perform
SLOPEB linear interpolation on blackbody inten-
sity functions
STEPSZ The desired step size between atmospheric
levels
TEMPER T. A table of atmospheric temperatures1
TEMPOR T. The average temperature of an atmospheric
layer
THETA Angle in radians
TRANGE The width in degrees of the temperature
calibration table
TRANS T The transmissivity of the atmosphere
TRANSC Tc (A,wc) The transmissivity at a level due to
carbon dioxide absorption
TRANSM T(v.Wk) The transmissivity of the atmosphere from
the surface to level k
TRANSO rT (v,Wo) The transmissivity at a level due to ozone
absorption





TPATIn T/T The ratio of a level's average temperature
to a standard temperature of 273.16K
373.16/T The ratio of the steam point to a saturation
temperature when used to compute vapor pres-
sure
VAPER e The vapor pressure used to compute precip-
itable water
WATER w A table of precipitable centimeters of
water vapor
WATERC The amount of carbon dioxide in atmos-cen-
timeters for a given layer at a given angle
WATERO The amount of ozone in atmosphere centimeters
for a given layer at a given angle
WATERS The amount of water vapor in precipitable
centimeters for a given layer at a given
angle
WAVENO v The wave number mid-point
WHOLE A temporary sum used to determine integral
precipitable water and upwelling radiation
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Program Description. The description of the FORTRN program which
follows is taken from Halbach (1973). The program is written for use on
a UNIVAC 1108 EXECUTIVE system and has various types of computation schemes
and output displays which are appropriate to the users needs. The program
control flow charts (Figs. 7 and 8) and lead card descriptions (Tables 2-7
and Figs. 5 and 6) give a description of these options. The program requires
25,000 locations in core. The user should be familiar with the radiative
transfer equation and the logic of the program which is outlined in the
program control flow charts (Figs. 7 and 8) in order to execute the options
available in the program. The formats for input of data to the program
are given in FORMAT statements in the program listing.
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Table 2. An Example of Lead Card Arrangement
Field Columns Format Name Identification
Card No. 1, Name CONTROL
1 1-10 110 LIMIT An integer number telling how many
non-control cards follow or defining
a value used for control.
2 11-17 A6 LABEL Six alphanumeric characters defining
the type of data or action which
follows:
'TEMPER' Temperature range
'ANGLE' Viewing angle from nadir
'STEP' Pressure step size
'SPHERE' Apply sphere function
'FLAT' Do not apply sphere function
'MAXCOR' S-C4020 minimum temperature
'MINCOR' S-C4020 minimum temperature
'MESSAG' One line message
'RESPON' Response function data
'TRACE' Transmission function data
'WATER' Radiosonde data
'EXECUT' Use previous radiosonde
'LIMB' Make limb display
'DEFAUL' Load mission radiosonde data
3 23-28 A6 HEAD1* Six alphanumeric characters used as
supplemental control data.
'METERS' Change meters to feet
*HEAD1, HEAD2, and HEAD3 are sometimes used as display labels.
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Table 2. (Continued)
4 29-34 A6 HEAD2 Six alphanumeric characters used
as supplemental control data.
'KELVIN' Do not change temperatures
5 35-40 A6 HEAD3 Six alphanumeric characters used as
supplemental control data.
'OZONE' Load ozone data from cards
Card No. 2, Name WATER
1 2-8 F7.1 PRESS(1) Atmospheric pressure in millibars
2 11-16 F6.1 DEWPT Dew point at pressure level
3 21-27 F7.1 TEMPER Temperature at pressure level
(I)
4 31-40 F10.1 HEIGHT Height at pressure level
(I)
5 41-50 E10.5 OZONE(I) Ozone at pressure level
Card No. 3, Name RESPON
1 1-7 F7.1 INTERV Wave-number midpoint interval
2 8-14 F7.4 FUNCT1 Percent response of instrument system
in this interval
Card No. 4, Name TEMPER
1 1-7 F7.1 TRANGE Temperature range chosen for calibra-
tion table
Card No. 5, Name MESSAG
1 2-61 10A6 MESSAG Lead message line for displays
(I)
Card No. 6, Name TRACE
1 1-10 E1O.5 WEIGHT Index and weighting function for(I)
trace gas transmission coefficients.




3 21-30 E10.5 EXPOMO First exponent for transmission function
(I)
4 31-40 E1O.5 EXPONO Second exponent for transmission function
(I)
Card No. 7, Name DEFAUL
1 2-8 F7.1 PRESUR Atmospheric pressure in millibars
2 11-20 E10.5 OZONES Ozone at pressure level
3 23-28 F6.1 TEMPOR Temperature at pressure level
4 31-40 E10.5 HUMID Specific humidity at pressure level
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Card D ADD1)) DEFAULT/A
50STEP
Card C (ADD MODELI
20MAXCOR
Card (8ADD PRT-5





(8HDG PROGRAIMER ERL BLDG. NO. PHONE NO.
RUN ,(P) (/OPT) (RUNIDACCOUNT.PROJ-ID,RUN-TIME,PAGES)
(Front of d.ck)'
Fig. 5. Example of a Lead Card Setup
•''ir, 0-30
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Table 3. Card Input and Printer Output Using Card A (Fig. 5).
Input Output
1I- .f V zs IL WAUEIN. A*i 71)4-CENT*JT ) CuEtP )
1 O11FACE INTERVAL A B C I 4HT
2 .23119 . ;-' . . 575.0- .O.0 ... 6 .9500 .1000J .11910
3 .242?392 .00'6-02 .95'o .W0 .0 0 c. - 625.0 .r006 .95I . 10'00 .2230
4 .243';1,' .13.,0-01 .95t0' .1'*','-.o. 60.0- 625.0 .0130 .9500 .100' .3t010
50 .0'E 03 1520'-t'; .- 6.15.0 .132. 9 .15) .31t80.
6 .? .41540 .5,-01 .0000, .15000+,00 600.0- 625.0 .05003 .9000. .ISt'1 .1580
7 .251c*02 .20-1 . .150'..0 625.0- 650.0 .0500 .r90o .1500 .162']
a .253?2+4;2 .00',-01 .8;'.00 .17'*0, 625.0- 650.0 .0600 .8800 .1700 .3220.1
9 .2318', .900-01 . , . 625.0- 650.0 .0900 .8500 .18s] .3180
10 .25197*02 .I' .,5wo.o .1 :£;.oo 625.0- 650.0 .1200 .85c0' .180. .19.7
C1 .2614+ 0? .I .5 .14 0 t :0 650.0- 675.0 .120.- .8500 .1800 .142I3
12 .263.34t02 .1500400 .840000 .2;"0000t. 650.0- 675.0 .150 .8400 .200l' .3630
13 .2635740 .1 l' ;' ... ;0400 .220.0+00 650.0- 675.0 .1800 .8200 .220. .3573
14 .2613-*-02 .t0;!.'. .829Ttt. .21.0;: 3t 650.0- 675.0 .1800 .8200 .2200 .1380
15 .27224402 .22000'00 .t;t.-.00 .22,'"= 6 675.0- 7.00.0 .2200 .821. .2200 .2240
16 .273C.24tZ .3;00 ; !0L .2 t'.' .250'-0, 675.0- 70.0 . 3000 .8200 .2500 .3620
17 .272774+02 .3600;+0L0 .*L..'0t0 .250+00+0 675.0- 700.0 .3600 .80K0 .2500 .2770
18 .27137402 .23-'0-0 .03"..0tt ..22-0.0 675.0- 700.0 .2300 .83003 .220 .1370
19 .281C3+02 .25t:0'.+0 .0 ' (; .22 0l00t; 700.0- 725.0 .2300 .8300 .2200 .1630
211 .2t3'034? .2!te. .4~ ;0001, .2i.0!-0'
:  700.0- 725.0 .2000 .8400 .20 0 .3030
21 .281VO'-72 .700.0-W 8.0 .2!00-400 700.0 725.0 .2800 .8200 .2000 .1000
22 .28.434.02 .44t7Ttl .0'.h+O;+ .2E60.0'0; 700.0- 725.0 .4400 .8000 .2600 .4340
23 .292'.4,0? .44;0'."* .:006t,+"* .2Cm ;'~iC 725.0- 750.0 .4400 .8000 .2600 .2040
24 .29202+02 .30.0 0r . 00*00i .??'.0*.0 725.0- 750.0 .3000 .8.00 .2200 .2020
25 .2943702 .2 .Z.000. 0'T .e '. .22~'.~.t 725.0- 750.0 .2000 .8000 .2279 .4370
26 .29157;02 .r205.t .600;+00 .2200.0+t.% 725.0- 750.0 .2000 .8000 .2200 .1570
27 .3 0285+0'2 .14 L 400 . 4.i00' .24I.CX 750.0- 775.0 .1400 .8400 .2400 .2850
PA .30!479402 .11 .00 .S l
"~ ? .* .24t00'.*' 750.0- 775.0 .1100 .8600 .2400 .4790
29 .30235+02T .11 +00 .0.0-!0-+ .240: -0- 750.0- 775.0 .1100 .8600 .2400 .2350
30 .31245.02 .9.70-01l . l.,t'. .220.0t+00 775.0- 800.0 .0900 .8600 .2200 .2450
31 .3152Lit02 .7.1- 0.-01 .890 .'- .2t.'00. +00 775.0- 800.0 .0700 .8900 .2000 .5200
32 .31235+02 .70'.W-J1l .69C.4 O .ZtL.E_.i 775.0- 800.0 .0700 .8900 .2000 .2350
33 .32245402 .50 01-01 .9t'i .1t9.0400t 800.0- 825.0 .0500 .9000 .1800 .2450
34 .32559 .42 .3t./--Otl .95004t00 .15000+t 800.0- 825.0 .0300 .9500 .1500 .5590
35 .32195402 .3" 0-0( .951 9.6" .15000.'0 800.0- 825.0 .0300 .9500V .1500 .1950
36 .33327+02 .100 1-01 .95"-t '0, .11Co.'.+C 825.0- 850.0 .01.0 .9500 .1100' .5270
37 .33557+C02 .7C'.C--2 .9C0i,00+. .1t-''l' 825.0- 850.0 .0070 .96G0 .1000 .5570
38 .33117+ 02 .70..-02 .96000Ct. .I0 ', 0.I 825.0- 850.0 .070 .9600 .1000 .1170
39 .3800+C02 .353C0i-01 .10. .0i*01 .C .'O 95'.0- 975.0 .0353 1.000 .L0000 .6090
40 .3S197+02 .353CO.-01 .100 +01 .00L.. 950.0- 975.0 .0353 .1,000 .0000 .1970
41 .38194+02 .09'.1-01 .795'004l .O II ' 950.0- 975.0 .0890 .7950 .0000 .1940
42 .39206.02 .89 .-0-01 79500400 .~. 975.0-1 %1.0 .0890 .795t0 .-C.17'  .2060
43 .39403+02 .340+00 .91?00'00 .919Y.0-01 975.0-100C..0 .3400 .9120 .0990 .4030
44 .39391+02 .8170000 .85400
t -00 .15000+0 975.0-1l ,OXi.0 .8170 .8540 .1500 .3910
45 .404002 .'2030.01 .91900+00 .23500*00 10n0.0-1025.0 2.0303 .9190 .2350 .4090
46 .40397+02 .40300+01 .91500.1400t .31000+0 1000.0-1025.0 4.0300 .9150 .310'I .3970
47 .40 .5. .39C . . .19..:.
4^ r. .? 'm ! -. ,r00 105.0-105n.0 4.871 .91Ai .260 .. '93A
50 .41391-02 .33600+01 .85t100t0 .26100400 1025.0-100.0 3.36(].) .8510 .2610 .3910
51 .42410.+0 .70300401 .90400+00 .3:000.00 1050.0-1075.0 7.03l0 .9040' .3400 .410
52 .42397+02 .1550'; +01 .76900G3D.0 .?0500GI 1050.O-1075.0 1.550' .7390 .2050 .3970
53 .42194402 .10..00 ' .762 0t*- .6500-0t1 1.50.0-1075.0 .1840 .7620 .0865 .1940
54 .43207+t02 . 18400'* . 76200 .6500-01 1075.0-11,00. .1840 .7620 .0865 .2070
55 .43403-02 .97';-01 .7?900,*t .35000-11 1075.0-11 0. .0976 .7293 .0350 .40'Y3
56 .4301902 .9700-01 .7290000 .3000-1 1075.0-1100.0 .0976 .7290 .0350 .0190
0161' coat'z Gore* 0090' a'asiz-G'S1Tz ti.$tttit~oK0 
0.s+U O jattCR C' ;a-t-c ' a-l* 96ie 29 9z
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Table 4. Card Input and Printer Output Using Card B (Fig. 5)
Input Output
11f I .r -5
I 25i.ESFCtl5 FRI-S WAVENUMER MICFOINTS AND FERCENT RESPONSE
2 637.5 .02 637.5 .0200
3 662.5 .10 662.5 .10 I
4 687.5 .25 687.5 .2500
5 712.5 .45 712.5 .4500
6 73 .7.5 63 37
7 762.5 .74 762.5 .7401.1
8 787.5 .78 787.5 .78.00
9 812.5 .83 812.5 .83'00
1o 837.5 .91 637.5 .9100
11 862.5 .9 86. .92
12 887.5 .92 887.5 .9200.
13 912.5 .93 912.5 .93.00'
14 937.5 .90 937.5 .9&.'05
15 962.5 .99 96Z.5 .9'90
16 987.5 1.00' 987.5 x,-O.Y
17 1012.5 .99 1012.5 .9900
16 1037.5 .SG 1037.5 .96L0)
19 10C2.5 .91 1062.5 .9100
20 1t087.5 .66 1087.5 .8600
21 1112.5 .t2 1112.5 .8200
22 1137.5. .79 1137.5 .7900
23 1162.5 .76 1162.5 .7600
24 1187.5 .71 1187.5 .7100
25 1212.5 .56 1212.5 .56C0
26 1237.5 .22 1237.5 .2200
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2 M:CEL NUI?4,VI. I I,R ICAL. 51S:lit AFITER RIEHL,(1954)
3 19WAIER TCFRSKELVIN
4 1i1 3.2 3,0.2 3;3.7
5 95t" .9 297.6 301.0 577.
6 90. 295.3 298.5 1057.
7 850.0 293.1 796.1 1560.
8 i00. 29t0.3 293.4 20 8.
9 750.0 287.3 290.7 2645.
S 700. 284.7 287.8 3233.
It1 65".t' 281.2 284.4 3658.
12 600.. 277.8 261.1 4525.




15 45'. 265.2 268.0 6e47.
16 400.0 259.6 262.3 7763.
17 350.0X 253.2 255.9 8778.
18 3'00.:0 244.9 248.2 9916.
19 25t0.. 234.2 238.5 11215.
20 2'00.1. 221.2 226.5 12734.
21 150.O 373.2 211.0 14577.
22 1 00.0 373.2 189.2 16950.
Output
WCEL NUMBEER 1,TIROPICAL STiM AFTER RIEHL41954)
FRESSURE CEW FOINT 1EMHERATEE HEIGHT FRECIF ATI)G-CENT EFFECTIVE CCNSTANT EFFECTIVE
1013.2 27.0 30.5 FEET WATER CO2 OZCM FRESSUrE CO4CENTRATICN TEMPERATUXRE
950.0 24.4 27.8 1893.0 1.3699 16.4 .001 981.6 981.6 302.3
900.0 22.1 25.3 3467.8 2.3621 29.4 .C03 957.8 956.6 301.3
650.0 19.9 22.9 5118.0 3.2758 42.4 .004 934.7 931.6 300.2
800.0 17.1 20.2 6850.3 4.1048 55.4 .OG 912.6 906.6 299.1
750.0 14.1 17.5 8677.7 4.8363 68.4 . l006 891.7 881.6 298.0
700.0 11.5 14.6 10606.8 5.4918 81.4 .007 871.9 856.6 297.0
650.' 8.0 11.2 12657.3 6.0645 94.4 .008 853.3 831.6 295.9
600.0 4.6 7.9 14845.6 6.5532 107.4 .009 836.3 806.6 294.9
550.0 .8 4.3 17188.1 6.9657 120.4 .0 10 820.8 781.6 294.0
5.7.0 -1.9 -.3 19717.6 7.3229 133.4 .011 806.4 756.6 293.1
45Li.U -b.1 -5. 22463.6 7.61Y4 146.4 . 1 1N4.0 761.b kz. J
40J.0 -13.4 -1I.9 2546t.9 7.ll 15-9.4 .0-14 ?84.4 P.6.6 291.6
350.0 -20.0 -17.3 28798.9 7.9519 172.4 .015 777.1 681.6 291.0
3'O.0 -28.3 -25.0 32532.4 8.0374 185.4 .016 772.3 656.6 290.6
250.0 -39.0 -34.7 36794.2 8.0789 198.4 .017 769.7 631.6 290.3
200 .0 -52.0 -46.7 41777.7 8.-938 211.4 .018 768.7 606.6 290W.2
150.0 100.0 -62.2 47824.2 8.941 224.4 .019 768.7 581.6 290.2
100.0 100.0 -84.0 556 .6 8.0941 237.4 .020 768.7 556.6 290.2
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Table 6. Card Input and Printer Output Using Card D (Fig. 5)
Input Output
DEFAULIED STRATOSPFHERE FRFILES
FRSSLE COZCtE TEMP SPECIFIC
TFF-F. CLAULT/A SCAUCING HLICITY
1 34CEFAUL GH/KGM K G/KGH
2 112.4 .3C91-06 203.1 .13000-02 112.4 .3691G-06 293.1 .130t0--02
3 95.2 .50000-06 205.2 .41 0-2 95.2 .50 -0G 205.2 
.14)100-02
4 80.8 . 207.4 .15300-02 80.8 .90t-6 207.4 .15300-! 2
5 68.7 . 10 -05 209.6 .1 6500-02 68.7 .18t3-05 2 9.6 .16500-02
6 58.5 .250.-05 211.7 . 17 90-2 58.5 .25!0.t1-05 211.7 .1790
9
-02
7 49.8 .4c'..-05 213.9 .19400-02 49.8 .4-1.0i-05 213.9 
.19400-02Z
8 42.6 .50tt;i-05 215.9 .21-t'-0-2 42.6 .50000-05 215.9 .21000-02
9 36.4 .55$"-05 217.9 .22t00-02 36.4 .550 .-05 217.9 .22800-02
to10 31.2 .70--0 5 219.9 .24700-02 31.2 .73oi-05 219.9 
.24P.700-02
11 26.8 .8t0.;-t 5 211.8 .2600t'-02 26.8 .8'C fl-05 211.8 .26800-02
12 23.0 .1-tr-'4 223.8 .29t0.0-02 23.0 .100.3-04 223.8 .29950-02
13 19.6 .100'-04 225.8 .314t00-02 19.8 .s1 cci-04 225.8 
.31400-02
14 17.0 .1.I9-04 227.8 .341 00-02 17.0 .ICiY.-544 227.8 .34100-02
15 14.7 .105ti-04 229.8 .36900-0!2 14.7 .10500-04 229.8 .36900-02
16 12.7 .10.00-4 231.8 .4'.-0t72 12.7 .1050'0-04 231.8 .4GA-OR-402
17 11.0 .1 .5 0-04 233.7 .4'#.i- 02 11.0 .10500--14 233.7 .4lo03-02
18 9.5 .11 I -04 235.7 .40001--2 9.5 .11000-04 235.7 .4
-C . - - 2




-04 24t0.4 .4.'' -02 7.2 .10500-04 240.4 .4
--00-02
21 6.2 .P1 X'-04 242.7 .40 -0-02 6.2 .10003-04 242.7 .400.11-f2
22 5.4 .951t--05 245.1 .4t0.',-"2 5.4 .950 0r-05 245.1 .4010 
.0-02
23 4.7 .90 "-05 247.5 .4t*.'/-02 4.7 .9rxo-05 247.5 .4Ct- 0-2
24 4.1 .8 t.- 5 249.8 .40--02 4.1 .80r000-05 249.8 .43-Y0-02
25 3.6 .72-5 252.3 .4100-'
-  3.6 .700~.-05 252.3 .0C#I
- -
-62
26 3.2 .6 3-0-05 254.6 .4t-0--02 3.2 .69gr-05 254.6 .4000Z-02
27 2.8 .09 .,-0S 256.9 .40t.-02 2.8 .6EV'-3--15 256.9 .4AJRJ-2
28 2.4 .58'o,-; ,5 259.3 .40'0-02 2.4 .56Oi1-O5 259.3 .40J.3-2
29 2.1 .54L7- . J5 261.7 .400*0-4,2 2.1 .540P30-05 261.7 .40
f
0y-02
30 1.9 .54 -1 -05 264.1 .400'0-02 1.9 .54000-05 264.1 .40000-02
31 1.6 .45t'0-015 266.4 .4L-7-02 1.6 .45000r-5 266.4 .40000-02
32 1.5 .4 000-05 268.8 .40-02 1.5 .40000-05 268.8 .4003--02
33 1.3 .3at.-5 271.2 .4C-001-02 1.3 .3809 3-05 271.2 .4*0C0-)2
34 1.1 .3 ,00-05 272.1 .4.--0.2 1.1 .36000-05 272.1 .40000-02
35 1.0 .35ri1-0' 5 272.1 .4C Z0-02 1.0 .35000-05 272.1 .4000--02
47
Table 7. Printer Output Using Card E (Fig. 5)
PRESS SFECIFIC TEMP OZCNE
HUMICITY SCJN I NG
mB GM/KGM K GM/KGM
1013.2 .22232t02 303.70 .46700-07
963.2 .21449+02 301.56 .46700-07
913.2 .19865+02 299.14 .4670.-07
863.2 .18317+t'2 296.73 .467100-07
813.2 .1GW81+02 294.10 .46700,-07
763.2 .14859+02 291.41 .467t00-07
713.2 .13236.02 288.55 .46700-07
663.2 .11646-!02 285.27 .46700-07
613.2 .10010i .1G2 281.97 .46700-07
563.2 .84864+01 278.43 .46.70-07
513.2 .73121+01 274.06 .46700-07
463.2 .59384+01 269.26 .46700-07
413.2 .43936+01 263.75 .46700-07
363.2 .31 067+01 257.54 .467"0-07
313.2 .19737+01 250.15 .467t00-07
263.2 .10564+01 240.93 .467X00-07
213.2 .4518.4+00 229.51 .4670-07
163.2 .984140-1 214.87 .46700.-07
113.2 .20772-01 194.56 .46700-07
63.2 .11597-01 210.73 .21775-05
13.2 .24221-02 231.30 .10500-04
%ZCEL NUMBER 1,TRCPICAL STCM AFTER RIEHL41954)
PRT-S
ANGLE .0 DEGREES FRC4 NADIR
SURFACE TEMFERATUIE 303.7
PRESSLEE FRECIP HEIGHT SPECIFIC TEMP CCRRECTICN
WATER HUMICITY SOUNDING
i CM FT GM/KGH K K
963.2 1.0943 1491.5 .21449+02 301.56 .23
913.2 2.1078 3049.2 .19865+02 299.14 .77
863.2 3.0424 4679.9 .18317+02 296.73 1.52
813.2 3.8934 6391.6 .16681+02 294.10 2.40
763.2 4.6515 8193.6 .14859+02 291.41 3.36
713.2 5.3268 10097.6 .13236+02 288.55 4.36
G3. 2 5.-921 12116.5 .11 602 265.2 5.4-
p13.P A. %i7 ld7AA A 1 -101. r,-", "qa a 9
563.2 6.8647 16569.5 .84864+01 ?7A.4" 7.56
513.2 7.2378 19049.3 .73121+01 274.06 8.66
463.2 7.5408 21735.8 .59384+01 269.26 9.76
413.2 7.7649 24670-.0 .43936+01 263.75 10.80
363.2 7.9234 27907.8 .31067-01 257.54 11.77
313.2 8.0241 31526.3 .19737+01 250.15 12.67
263.2 8.0780 35634.2 .10564+01 240.93 13.49
213.2 8.1011 40;399.4 .45184+.00' 229.51 14.27
163.2 8.1061 46107.9 .98410-01 214.87 15.03
113.2 8.1072 53306.8 .20772-01 194.56 15.86
63.2 8.1078 64660.8 .11597-01 210.73 17.35
13.2 8.1079 97933.5 .24221-02 231.30 20.45
48









sFACr E . . [ . 2 . .. 4. 5. 6. 7. S. 9. 10. 11. 1. 13. 14. 1. . 17. 1 S. 19. 2171.
TEWF CCRRECTICN C 393.7 SMZFACE TEP/ 0 DEG. TO NADIR
FRT-5 SPHERE
Fig. 6. Film Output Using Card E (Fig. 5).
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TEf CRCTC /0. SRAET~
./CG T AI
PR- I'IR
Fi. .Fim upu sig ad (i.")L2
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Read
0 Label F Label Label
Temperaturen Angle Step
, TT T
SLoad et Viewing Set Pressure
TTemperature Al  Step Size
C cCalibration Rng
Scale Dt I
Label Label F Label
Sphere Flat IAXCOR NINCOR Message
T T
Set Logical Load SC4020 Load Display
For Angular Dip IMessage
Optical Path is Line
FComputations Window C t















Dashed line encloses optional functions not needed for program execution.
Fig. 7. Program Control Flown Chart 1.
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o NAME VERSION TYPE DATE TIHE SEQ SIZE-PRE,TEXT GCYCLE RC) PSR'MCCE LOCATION
* VAPRES SLANT SYEllIC 17 JUL 73 11'01'55 1 5 5 0 1 1792
* TE TAB SLANT SY91 LIC 17 JUL 73 11*-1*42 2 16 5 0 1 1797
* CCEF SLANT SYhOLIC 17 JUL 73 11,.0158 3 28 S 0 1 1813
* TRANS SLANT SYIOLIC 17 JUL 73 11'01"47 4 26 5 0 1 1841
* MAIN SLANT SYECOLIC 17 JULL 73 11'02'05 5 128 5 0 1 1867
* MAIN SLANTI SYlHI.IC 17 JUL 73 11*03*10 6 126 5 0 1 1995
* RACM SLANTS SYICLIC 17 JUL 73 11G02'59 7 25 5 0 1 2121
* RADtC SLANT SYellIC 17 JUL 73 1101151 8 27 5 0 1 2146
* TL.M0j7 SLANT ABSCLIE 17 JiL T3 11*02'54 9 563 2173
* TLG~.7 SLANTI ABSOCLTE 17 JLL 73 11*03'59 10 546 2736
* VAPRES RELOCATABLE 17 JULL 73 1101157 11 1 4 3282
* TENTAG RELOCATADLE 17 JU. 73 11'0144 12 1 8 3287
* CEF RELOCATABLE 17 JUL 73 11'0159 13 1 20 3296
* TRANS RELOCATABLE 17 JUL 73 11'01'49 14 2 20 3317
HXELl ELT SYIM 15 SEP 72 15'36'21 15 7 5 0 1 3339
ICELZ EL.T SYI 15 SEP 72 15*36'22 16 7 5 0 1 3346
M"CEL3 ELT SYM 15 SEP 72 15'36'23 17 7 5 0 1 3353
ICCEL4 ELT SYBs 15 SEP 72 15'36'24 18 7 5 0 1 3360
MC ELS ELT SYMB 23 APR 73 09'57'13 19 7 S 0 1 3367
CCEL6 ELT SYMB 15 SEP 72 15'36'25 20 7 5 0 1 3374
MODEL7 ELT SYMB 15 SEP 72 15'36'25 21 7 5 0 1 3381
14)ELS ELT SYB 17 Ju. 73 110411 22 11 5 0 1 3388
4CEL9 IELT SYHB 17 JUL 73 11'04'12 23 7 5 0 1 3399
ZCOEIO ELT SY6B 17 JUL 73 1104*12 24 6 5 0 1 3406
HCOE11 ELT SYB6 17 JUL 73 11'04'12 25 a 5 0 1 3412
-CE12 ELT SY6B 17 JUL 73 11'04'12 26 11 5 0 1 3420
KCE13 ELi SYB 17 JUL 73 11'04'13 27 8 5 0 1 3431
OZCr4E ELI SY6 07 APR 73 08'59'10 28 24 5 0 1 3439
FRT-5 ELT SYIE 09 JUN 72 15'56'12 29 4 5 0 1 3463
RS-18 8-15 ELT SY6B 15 SEP 72 15'36'39 30 4 5 0 1 3467
CEFAULT A ELT SYrB 31 JuL 73 09'35'20 31 10 5 0 1 3471
CEFALLT B ELI SYMB 31 JUL 73 09'35'21 32 10 5 0 1 3481
* RACDIC SLANT SY3OLIC 31 JUL 73 9'35'42 S3 27 5 0 1 3491
* RA'I:C RELXCCATAELE 31 JLL 73 09'35'44 34 2 13 3518
* TRANS SLANTI SY ELIC 31 JLL 73 09'35'49 35 26 5 0 1 3533
* TRANS RELOCATABLE 31 JUL 73 09'35'51 36 2 20 3559
* TRANS SLANT SYIoLIC 31 JUL 73 09'35'53 37 26 5 0 1 3581
* TRANS RELCCATAELE 31 JULL 73 09'35'55 38 2 20 3607
* MAIN SLANT SYelIC 31 JUL 73 ,09"35'58 39 133 5 0 1 3629
* MAIN RELOCATABLE 31 JUt 73 09'36'04 40 4 140 3762
RACMAP SLANT MAP SY)B 31 JULL 73 09'36'05 41 2 5 0 1 3906
* TLL'.'-7 SLANT ABSLLUTE 31 JUL 73 09'36'24 42 601 3908
* TRANS SLANTI SYME.XIC 31 JUL 73 09'36'27 43 26 5 0 1 4509
* TRANS RELOCATAELE 31 JUL 73 09'36'30 44 2 20 4535
* RACWC SLANT1 SYIl IC 31 JLL 73 09'36'32 45 25 5 0 1 4557
* RACDD) RE.OCATA.LE 31 JLL 73 09'36'34 46 2 9 4582
* MAIN SLANTI SYOLIC 31 JUL 73 09*36'39 47 132 5 0 1 4593
* MAIN RELOCATABLE 31 JLL 73 09'36'45 48 3 97 4725
* TL'.7 SLANTI A.BSrUTE 31 JUL 73 09'3704 49 556 4825
RACFCO SLANT SYHOCLIC 23 AUG 73 18'50'07 50 2? 5 0 1 5381
* RADCm RELOCATABLE 20 AUG 73 18'5'10 51 2 13 5408
TRANS SLANT SYt LIC 20 AUG 73 18'50'11 52 26 5 0 1 5423
* TRANS RELOCA1ALLL 20 AUGT 7. 18'5013 53 2 20 5449
VArKLS bLANI r1TPA-LL V5 ALP., 0 16 - , A 3 4 c i 5ii
VAi.rs RELCAATAFLE 20 AUI, 73 18'5"'16 55 1 4 5476
TETAG SLANT SYIOLIC 20 AUG 73 18'55'17 56 16 5 0 1 5481
TENTAB RELCCATAELE 20 AUG 73 18'50'19 57 1 8 5497
CEF SLANT SYEX-IC 20 AUG 73 18'50'19 58 28 5 0 1 5506
CCEF RELCATABLE 20 AU 73 18'50'21 59 1 20 5534
MAIN SLANT SYNXI.IC 20 AUG 73 18'50'23 60 135 5 0 1 5555
4 MAIN RELOCATABLE 20 AUI 73 18'50'31 61 4 142 5690
TLC'V07 SLANT ABSCLUTE 20 AUG 73 18'5*'47 62 601 5836
TRANS SLANTI SYEC-IC 20 AUG 73 18'50'48 63 26 5 0 1 6437
TRANS RELOCATABLE 20 AUG 73 18'50'51 64 2 20 6463
RAC.OC SLANT1 SYe1 IC 20 AUG 73 18'50j'52 65 25 5 0 1 6485
RADCO RELOCATABLE 20 AUG 73 18'50'54 66 2 9 6510
MAIN SLANTI SYXLIC 20 AUG 73 18'50'56 67 132 5 0 1 6521
MAIN RELOCATA LE 20 AU, 73 18'51'03 68 3 97 6653
7TL007 SLANTI ASCLUTE 20 AUG 73 18'51'21 69 554 6753
TEST1I ELT SY6 20 AUG 73 18'51'22 70 3 5 0 1 7307



































STaRAGE ASSIGNMENT COLCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATICN, NAME)
0001 002044 10.L 0001 000576 IOL 0001 0032161 10 0001 000013 100C 0001 002206 1,410001 0Z2223 10526 0001 002277 107C4 0000 000551 11F C0000 000220 1IF r30001 r00143 II L
0000 G000315 16F 
-0000 000320 17F 000n0 000334 18F 0000 090344 19F 0001 0r,620 2O.L
000 000354 21F C0000 000363 22F 0000 000414 23F 000 000416 24F 000J0 000422 25F0000 000426 26F 0001 000267 264G 0000 000427 27F 00W)' 0.0431 28F 0000 000433 29F0001 000313 300G 0CO31 000132 30L 0000 000441 31F 0000 000465 32F 0r'00 000506 33F0000 000514 35F 0001 002272 40L 0001 000700 400. 0001 000640 4306 1G 000643 43560001 000737 472G 0001i 002104 5L 0.01 000722 5C00L 0 i0-01 01037 5246 0001 001123 54560001 001134 554G 000.11 000731 600L 0001 001236 607G 0001 001267 626 000l1 001417 66260001 000744 700L 0001 000771 710L 0001 001024 720.L 0001 001514 7216 0001l 001027 730L0001 001032 740L 0001 001742 773G 0001 001174 80SL 0001 001366 81DL 0001 001307 815L0003 R 00000 AGSCR 0003 R 000620 ABSCRC 0003 R 001320 AGSCRiO 0133 R 000131 AAX 0000 R 000130 AMIN
54
0005 R ;00001 ANGLE 0004 R i'000764 AICENT 0000 .R 0,00200 CEGIN 0004 R 001750 CFRESS 0004 I 002260 CEFAUL
0 '04 R 00144t0 CELIRA 000ii R tl 0126 CEST ,0000 R 1000l153 CElAVG 0000 R -000146 CEl&NT 000i3 R 000145 CEW-T
0004 Ft 00C1604 EPRESS 0004 R .00211 ; ETEMS 0t10 R t000143 EWiTCE 0003 R .01010G EXFCtCO 0003 R 000144 EXFON
0003 R .00632 EXPCNC ,0003 R 001154 EXPCto 000 r R ft 000201 FINIS 0000l;; R 000155 FUNCTI Gl0G0 R -000 .137 HEACI
(00.0. R C000140l HEAC2 .10000 R 000141 HAD3 O't.i R .000l157 HEIGHS O't:4 R 000454 HEIGHT 0.'50 R i00016 0 HIGH
000 4 R i000620 HUM 00j1 R .10154 HLIC 40000 R 000 .174 HUIICP 000 135 0000 000161 IHIGH
0o 1 '003176 11 00t00 000.664 INJPS .0000 0.702 INJFS 000 000711 INJP$ .0000 G000676 INJFS
00000 C1672 INJPS 0000 I 0i072 INSTR 0003 R 010310 INTER C00 R 000000 INTERV 0000 I 000156 1
00(00 I '000162 K 1000 I 000136 LAEL 041.1 R C-l001 LEADER i05 I 000004t LEVELS 0000 Rf 000004 LIM
000'5 I .,i0 LIMIT 0000 1 000213 LCINT C030 I 00215 LCCSIZ 0000 I '0 56 MESSAG 0000 I 000070 NAME
0017 I C00ff0. NxV 0.;0j I '0.. NYV 0004 R C.00113" OTCENT t000' R t 02424 OZC(JE 0000.3 R 6000172 OZCNEP
0000 R 000175 OZCNES 00.10 t R 0150 PART T t ..00020. FARTI .3 R t'2C05 FART2 0000.1C R C000206 PART3
w00.1 R .000207 FART4 oo00 R 00,133 F:tZE 0.14 R -'o.,l PRCSS 0000 R 0i 171 FPRESSP 0 . R t l152 FRESLR
000.1 R 000214 FRL AN 0003 R C01454 RESPCN 0 .5 L 0.0103 SHELL 0.03 R 0,211 SLCFEA ,0000 R 0Gl212 SLCFEB
000t1 t 0R 01663 SPHERE 0000 R L~t202 SF HERE 03 R . 0132 STEPSZ 04 R C.000310i TEWER 0000 R i151 TEnPV-CR
000.1 R 000173 TEM'RE C000lt R 0£163 TEWf1 O010 . 0R 164 TEMF2 0001 R 001720 TERP 0000 R 000l210 TERP
OD00 R 000203 TEST 0iS R G0Y. 2 TI-ETA C 3 R 1000134 TRANGE 0004 R '01274 TRANSM C00i 0R t000144 TWiE
O kCo R 000147 VAPER 0006 R 0010.-5 VAPRES - C00i R 0.144 WATER C.0. R 000T177 LEIGH 000l 3 R l00064.4 lEIGHT
f0000 R 00142 WH-LE 0.10 R G.C0167 x 0aTt R 000165 X F 000 R , 00170 Y 000 R -000166 YP
00101 1* COF-ILEReCATA=SHORT)
00103 2* EXTERNAL VAFRES
00105 3* REAL INTERV
00106 4. REAL INTER
M01n7 59 REAL LEADER
00110 6* REAL LIME
00111 7* LOGICAL SHELL
00112 8* PARAmETER SIZTRA=100
00113 9* PARAETER SIZPTH1 I0
00114 10* COZCN1/ ADSCRTSIZTRA), EXFPCt*SIZTRA), INTER±SIZTRA),
00114 11* * RESFc'-SIZTRA) ,AESCRCaClO), EXPCNCall ),
00114 12* * EIGHTSIZTRA) ,EXFOCM4SIZTRA) ,EXOOl.SIZTRA) ,
00114 13* * ASSCRot SI ZTRA)
00115 14* CCO*4ON/Z2/ PRESStSIZFTH), WATERLSIZFTH) , TE4ERaSIZPTH),
00115 15* * HEIGHTaSIZPTH) ,HLAtSIZPTH) , ATCENTaSI ZTH),
00115 16 OTCENTSIZPTH) ,TRANSHtSIZFTH) ,CELTRAdSIZPTlI),
00115 17* * EPRESSdSIZTH) ,CPRESS'tSIZPTH) .ETEK-SSIZTH),
00115 18 * DCEFAUsLSIZPTH) ,OZCI aSI ZFTH)
00116 19* CC*KCN/Z3/ LIMIT. ANGLE, THETA, SHELL, LEVELS
00117 20n INTEGER DEFAL
00120 21* DIHENSICN LEACER3)
00121 22* DI ENSICN LIIMEa42)
00122 23* DIIENSICN MESSAGalO)
00123 24* DI NSICN NAEaZ) , INSTIRi8)
LAI144 C Lt UIPtNblICt LLbI4)
w0125 26* DATA brELL/.TRLE./
00127 27* DATA AMIN/-2.0/
00131 28* DATA AAX/11.0/
00133 29* DATA STEPSZ/O.0/
00135 30* DATA NAME/'J HALACH/.CEST/'MTF-CLD 1100'/,PINE
/ '
r
1 4 6 " /
00141 31* DATA INSTR/'OCE HARD COPY - ONE MICROFILM - PLOT TO EOFILE - T-020
00141 32* **/
00143 33* DATA TRANGE/100./
00145 34* DATAnTEMPERII),I=1,SIZPTH)/SIZPTH*90gG./
55
00147 35* OA1AmOZCf4aI) ,I=1 ,SIZPTH)/SIZPTH,4.67E-8/
00147 36* C




0151 41* C CCt4UE SPECIFIC HUMIDIY1 FRCH FRESSUEE ANC VAFPC PRESSURE
00151 42* C
001152 43* RATHMIX VP)=G22.V/F-.3786V))
001152 44 C
00152 45* C COMPUTE TIE IFCEX CF REFRACTICN OF 7WATER-VAFCOi AT THE TEMPERATURE
0152 46r C AND FPRESSLURE CF A GIVEN LEVEL
0(1152 47* C
00 153 48* REFRAXL1 ) 1.+ 47 7.526E-6) 4 RESS.'L 1)/TEE.-LI )
00154 49* CALL TAFLOTa.1HM)
00155 5.1* CALL I CFRKHVNA C,CEST F3MNE INSTR)
00156 51* 100 CCNTINLE
00156 52* C
00156 53* C IFUT CCNTT-L CARCS
001156 54* C
00157 55* READE511,EC -500) LIMIT,LAEL,EA1, FEAC2,HEAD3
00157 56* C
00157 57* C SET FLAGS TO ACJUST FRECIPITATELE WATER CCW4UTATICNS FCR
00157 58* C REFRACTION AT HIGH ALTITLCES
00157 59* C
00166 60 IFaLA. DL.EQ."S -- E") SHLL=.TRLIE.
00170 61* IFLAEBL..EQ."FLAT ")SlCLL=.FALcE.
00170 62* C
00170 63* C ADJUST DISPLAY WI;rXU CN THE SC-4020 FLOTS
00170 64* C
00172 65* IF LAE..Q.".AYCC") AMAX=LIMIT
00174 66* IFaLAEEL.EQ. MINCsO") AMIN=LIMIT
00174 67* C
00174 68 C INPUT THE ANGLE CE CE SERVATIC
00174 69* C
00176 7W* IFaLAEL.EQ."At GLE ") ANGLE=LIHIT/10.
00176 71* C
00176 72* C INPUT RESOCNSE FLUTICNS
00176 734 C
O0200 74* IFLABEL.EQ."RESFCN') GO TO 200
00200 75* C
00210 76* C INPUT L RAIOSNDE CATA
00200 774 C
00202 78* IFaLABEL.EQ..'ATER ") GO TO 300
00202 79* C
00202 80* C INPUT TEEWERATULE RANGE CF 100 FOINT TABLE
00202 81* C
00204 82* IFELAEEL.EQ."TEMFER') GO TO 400
00Z04 634 C
OD0*4 c5* C
00206 86 IFaLACEL.EQ.'MESSAG") GO TO 600
00206 87* C
00206 88* C CCW4UTE A LING FUNCTICN TO 50 DEGREES CENTERED AT A GIVEN NADIR
00206 89* C ANGLE
00206 90* C
00210 91* IFaLABEL.EG.'LIMF ") GO TO 700
56
00210 92* C
t0.210 93* C RECCrD A PRESSURE INCREMENT TO ESTACLISH THE STEP SIZE FOR RADIOSCNDCE
00210 94* C CATA FRCH THE SURFACE TO COtE MILLICAR
00210 95* C
0212 964 IFLABEL.E. "STEP ") SIEPSZ=LIMIT
00212 97* C
-0212 98* C OVER-W17E MISSING RACIOS.CE DATA TO SATELLITE ALTITLCE WITH CEFAULT
00212 99* C CATA
00212 100" C
00214 101* IFaLAEEL.E.'DCEFALL*) GO TO 800r
00214 102* C
Y.00214 103* C INIUT SPECIAL TRACE GAS TRANSMISSICN FLtCTICNS
00214 104* C
00216 105* IFaLADEL.EQ."TRACE) GO3 TO 11t00
00220 106* GO TO 1009
00221 107 300 CCNTINLE
L00221 108* C
















00225 125* C INPIT SURFACE RADIC6CICE DATA
00225 126* C
00226 127* READ tS,12) PRESSlI) ,CE T,TEWERDi) ,HEIGHT'l) ,CZZCE, l)
00235 128* CEFALLal) 0
00236 129* IFa-EAD2.NE. KELVIN") DETFT=DEV'T+273.16
00240 130- IFa- EAC2.NE. "KELVIN") TE)4ERl1 ) =TEWERaI)t+273.16
00242 131* IFaHEAD .- 3.NE. "OZC ) OZC'.EKa1 )=4.67E-8
00244 132* IFaHEAC3.NE.OZCc " ) FLCa2,I,CEFALIl))=1
00246 133* CEFNT=CEVPT
00246 134* C




0024?7 39, C USE COEW-POINT REA.TER TAN) 77 EGR'EES TO ASS1 E 10 PERCENT
00247 140E C RELATIVE HLMIDITY
00247 141* C
00250 142* IFaCEWPT.GE.350.) VAPER=VAPRESaTEMPER 1))*.1
00252 143* IFaCDEWT.GE.350.) FLCa3,1,DEFALLI))=1
00252 144* C
00252 145* C CCwUTIE THE SLUFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY
00252 146* C
00254 147* PART=RATMIXaVAPER, FRESS ))
00254 148* C
57
00254 149* C SdTCE THE SFECIFIC HUMIDIIY CCH-UTED AT THE SJRFACE
00.154 15Cs+ C
10.255 151* HUH =,)F:PART
0.255 152* C





O.257 1544 C THE EFFECTIVE FRESSLRE AT THE SLEFACE IS EQUAL TO TIHE RACICGCE
00257 159* C SUFACE FRESSUIE
00257 160 C
00200 161* EFRESS ) =FRESSt1)
00261 162* CFRESIl) =FRESSal)
00261 163* C
00261 164* C LABEL THIS PAGE CF ABSorBING GAS CCfJCENTRATI0NS.
00261 165* C
00262 166* ,lITE*6.27) aHESSAGiI).I=1.10)
0027 167* CET-=tCEWT-273. 16
00271 168* TEW .=TEFiERl) -273.16
DM272 169* 1RITE6,14) FRESS1) ,DEWtT,TEWCR
C.1277 170.* DO 10 I=2,LIMIT
00277 171* C
00277 172* C EXTRACT A LEVEL'S DATA
00277 173* C
00302 174* READ-5,12) PRESSl) ,DEFT,TEHERIal) ,HEIGHTII) ,OZ NaI)
00311 175* CEFALLaI)=0
03311 1764 C
00311 177* C CCNVERT HEIGHT TO FEET IF NEEDE
00311 178* C
00.i1 179* 4AEB .EQ. 'TEERS) HEIGHTI I)=EIGH'TI)*3.2" 8
00312 18* C
00312 181* C CQ1IUTE AVERAGE FRESSLRE CF A LAYER
0312 182 C
00314 183* FRESLT<FSPRESSI *)+PRSSaI-1))/2.
00314 184 C
00314 185* C CCNVERT FROC CENTIGRADE TO KELVIN IF NEEDED
00314 186* C
00315 1874 IFaHEAC2.NE. "KELVIN') CETET=DE TFT+273.16
00317 188* IFa EAC2.NE. KELVIN') TEi-ER~lI)=TEERI )+4273.16
00317 189* C
00317 190* C IWOSE A COCSTANT OZCOE PRCFILE IF NEEDED
00.1317 191* C
00321 192* IFWHEA3.NE. OZCNEE) OZCEEa)=4.67E-8
00323 193* IFEAD3.NE."OZo ") FLDm2,.,DEFAULaI))=1
00323 194* C
00323 195* C CCWLITE THE AVERAGE LAYER CEW POINT
00323 196* C
rvT25 197* .AVG=TC NT'*. T)/2.
00325 198* C




00326 203* C USE CDE.-PFOINT GREATER THAN 77 DEGREES TO ASSUME 10 PERCENT
00326 204 C RELATIVE HUMICITY
00326 205*0 C
58
00327 206 IFaCE T.GE.350.) VAEr=VAFRESTEMHiERiti))*.1
00.331 2l07* IraCElc-T.GE.359.) FLCa3,I,CEFAULZI)):1
00331 208* C




00333 213* C COCMUTE TIE AVERAGE 1EM4ERATUiE CF THIS LAYER
00333 214* C
00V334 215* TEW-OR=cTE'ERal)+T M-ER al-I ))/2.
00334 2164 C
00334 217* C CC UTE TIH HEIGHT CF THE TCP CF THIS LAYER IF N.ECE
00334 218* C
o.1335 219* IFhtEIGHTal).LE.5.)
.00335 220.* ,EIGHTl) =HEIGHT it-1)+29.3*TEW-r RAL.CFRESS I-1)/PRESStl))
00335 221* * .+.01*161440-IIC)*3.28t78
00335 222* C
00335 223* C STCRE THE SFCCIFIC HIUlIDITY AT EACH LAYER TCP
00335 224* C
00337 225* HL I )=RATMIX-VAFER, FESrR)
00337 226* C
00337 227* C CCW-LUT THE PRECIPITAELE I4ATER AT THIS LEVEL
00337 228* C
00340 229* M,4TE I l)-/TERl-1)*<diJ eI)*SP- REa 10, I) PRESS.li-1)-FRESSi I)))/
00340 230 * 980.
00340 231* C
00340 232* C CCmUTE THE ATHS-CENTIMETERS CF CARDCN-CICICE ANC OZCt4E TO THIS
00340 233* C LAYER
00340 234* C
00341 235* ATCENTcI )=PRESSal ) -FRE. S )El) ) . 2
00342 2364 OTCENTal)=OTCENTal-1) .~RESS I-1 -RESSI ) )OQZCEal I) .cTNEa1-1I4
00342 237* * 237.968
00342 238* C
00342 239* C CCIPUTE TH EFFECTIVE TEW-ERATLFES AtC PRESSURES USCD TO RELATE
00342 240* C HECOUECEJS PATH TRAtISMISSI N FUJCTICNS TO IN94MtGECNEUS SLANT
00342 241* C PATHS THECGXH THE ATKSI-FERE
00342 242* C
00343 2434 ElE=.EWL4E+ATERxal )-WATERaI-1)) RESLr
00344 244* T'E=TWATLE+.WATERdal)-WATER*l-1))*TEMPCT
00345 245* CFRESSal) =tFRESSal) +PRESS I)) /2.
00346 246* EPRESS'I )= EW-LE/W1ATERl I)
00347 247* ETEWSaI)=T' tl-E/WAATERa I)
00347 248* C
00347 249* C CCOPUTE CENTIGRADE VALLES FCR CISrLAY
00347 25r* C
00350 251* CEWAVG=CE6PT-273.16
00351 252* TEWR=TE'ERa 1) -273.16
00351 253* C
C0351 254 C FPRINT INTEREDIATE RESULTS CF THIS PROCESS
003 52 T2:llr,. ,% -\TC,13) r ,CCVG,TF  ',HEIGHTl ),WATEa) ,ATCENTa),
00352 257* * OTCENTl),EFRESSIl) ,CFRESStl) ,ETEwSdI)
00366 258* CWNTDCEPT
00367 259* 10 CCNTINE
00371 260* 11 FCRHATall0,A6,6X,3A6) -01
00372 261* 12 FCRHATaIX,F7.1,2X,F6.1,4X,F7.1,3X,F1 .1,EIO.5)




00.1374 265* 14 FCRMAT'" FRESSUE CEW FOINT ITEPERATIME HEIGHT FRECIF ATH:S-CE
00374 266* 441 EFFECTIVE CCNSTANT EFFECTIVE,/," ",F7.I,2X,F6.I,4X,F7.1
00374 267* 9," FEET WA.ER CCK2 OZNE FPRESSUIE CCNCENTRATICN TEMF
00374 268 *ERATUIE )
00375 269* 15 FCTMATuF7.1,F7.4)
00376 270M 16 FCOiMATalX,F7.1,F7.4)
00377 271* 17 FOiRMAT7H ANGLE ,F4.1,2'H CEGREES FRCH NADIR ,/,2t7H SURFACE TEMPER
00377 272* *ATURE,F7.1)
00400 273* 18 FCjRKATlx,36HTEFCERALURE RANGE CF 1'3 FPOINT TADLE)
0.401 274* 19 FCiRHAa 42HIWAVE.U UEE C MIDOINTS ANC FERCENT RESC-CNSE)
01402 275* 21 FCrMATt 37HITEIFERATLRE RANGE CF 10 FPOINT TACLE)
004103 276* 22 FCrfHAT51HFRECIP HEIGHT SPECIFIC TEt'7 CCRRECTICN,/,
01403 277* *38H WATER HItIDITY SCotCING,/.
03403 278* *42H CM FT GM/KGM K K)
00414 279* 23 FCRHATaIH ,3A6)
0 405 280 24 FCRiMAT-F4.114H CEG. TO NADIR)
00406 281* 25 FCRMATaF5.1 13H SURFACE TE'F)
00407 282* 26 FCRMATalOA6)
00410 283* 27 FCRHATaIH, 10A6,/)
00411 284* 28 FCRMAT"4E10.5)
00412 285* 29 FCRMATaIX,F6.1,'-',F6.1,43X,f7.4))
01413 2869 31 FCRMATatL3,3A6,/, " WAVENLUER A*CATCS.-CEN'T DC)* c n :C) ./,
00413 287* *" INTERVAL A B C EIGHTf)
01414 288* 32 FCRMATC'OINTERPCLATED LIWC FUItCTICN TO ",F7.0O, FEET ".F5.1.
00414 289* *" CEGREES FROM NACIR',2m/,1X,214F6.2)))
00415 29.* 33 FOCRATaIX.F7.1,2X,E10.5,2x,F6.1,2X,El0.5)
001416 291* 35 FCRHAT'ICEFALULTED STRATCFIHERE FROFILES-,/, NEW
(3416 292? * PR ESSIC CCQ1E TEO) SrECIFIC- /, PEW
00416 293* * SU INiG HU4IDITY",/, NEW
00416 294* * MB GM/KGM K GM/KGM") NEW
00417 295* CALL GRIDIV*l,-50.,50., AMIN,AMAX,10...5,0,0,1,1,4,4)
00420 296* GO TO 102
03420 297* C
03420 298 C IFFLIT RESPNSE FUNCTICNS AS PERCENTAGES AT MIC OINTS CF EACH
00420 299* C INTERVAL
00420 300c C
00421 301t. 200 CCNTINE
00422 302* LEADERal) =HEAD1
00423 303* LEADER*2) =HEAD2
00424 304* LEADERa3) =HEAC3
00425 305* WRITE6,19)
00427 306* DO 30 1:1,85
00432 307* 30 RESpCNtI)=0.
00434 308* CO 40 I=1,LIMIT
00437 309* REACD5,15) INTERV,FUNCTI
00443 310+ RITEa6,16) INTERV,FLPJCTI
03447 311* J=aINTERV-12.5)/25.
auaws a1eV 4u RLSi-CtJ)=FUNCTI
00452 313 GO 10 11U
00452 314* C
00452 315* C INPUT THE TEiERATULEE RANGE CF THE BLACK-&3CDY INTENSITY/
00452 316* C TEPHERATURE SCALE IN CENTIGRADE
00452 317* C
00453 318* 400 REACa5,15) TRANGE
00456 319* tRITEu6,18)
60
00460 321.* ,RITEa6,16) TRANGE
C00463 321* GO TO 100
00464 322* 500 CCtNT INUE
00465 323* CALL FLTINCtO)
0046G 324* CALL PLIERM
00467 325* STCP
00467 326* C
001467 327* C INPUT CISFLAY LACELS
0.1467 328* C
00470 329* 600 READC5,26)aMESSAG4 ), I=110)
00476 330 GO TO 100
00476 331* C
00476 332* C FRCCUCE A LIIB FUNCTI N CISPLAY TO 50 DEGREES CENTERED AT THE
00476 333* C GIVEN NACIR ANGLE
00476 334* C
00477 335* 700 CCNTINLE
00500 336* HEIGHSLIMIT
00501 337* IF.STEFSZ.GT.-.) CALL STEPER
00503 338* IFaLSTEFSZ.GT..) CALL CISrLY
00503 339* C
00503 340* C ESTABLISH A TEW-ERAT~iE/LACKDCY INTENSITY SCALE
00503 341* C
00505 342* CALL TACTEIETEWER . ) ,TRANGE)
00506 343* 1=1
00507 344* 710 1:I+1
00507 345* C
00507 346* C DETERMINE INCEX TO INTERF.LATICN LEVELS FRC THE REQUESTED HEIGHT
00507 347* C
00510 348 IFalI.GT.100) GO TO 730
00512 349* IFraHE GHS.GE.EIG-Tal-1) .Ar.fIGHS.LE.H !rHT-I)) G TO 720 MW
00514 350r IFa-EIGHTal) .LE.G.) GO TO 730
00516 351* GO TO 710 -02
00517 352* 720 HIGH=HEIGHS NEW
00520 353* GO TO 740 -01
00520 354* C
00520 355* C DATA UNAVAILACLE FOR THE RE UESTED INTERPCLATICN
00520 356* C
00521 357* 730 HIGH-HEIGHTI-I)
00522 358 740 IHIGH=I-1
00523 359* 00 750 K=1,21
00523 360* C
00523 361* C CCIUTE THE LII ANGLE FRCH NADIR IN 5 DEGREE STEPS
00523 362* C
00526 363* LIMaK)=ANGLE-55. +K5.
00527 364* THETA=RACD LIlMK))
00527 365* C
00527 366* C CCMPUTE THE LC%.ER LAYER TEWERATURE
00527 367* C
0053G 3C.36 LIMIT=IHIGH
= 3Z 9 --* CALL1
00533 371* IFaLIMIT.EQ.1) TEFF1=0.
00533 372* C
00533 373* C CCSMPUTE THE LFFER LAYER TEMPERATURE
00533 374* C
00535 375* LIMIT=IHIGH+1
00536 376* CALL RACDMFCZTEM2)
61
00536 377* C
01536 37e0 C INTERFCLATE A IEHMERATURE TO THE RELUESTED HEIGHT
00.536 3794 C
C0037 36;0 7li LIDr K 21) =TERFPHEIGHTL I MT-), IHFIGH'LLII|IT) ,TEMPI ,TEMr2,HICH)
00541 381*0 RITEa6,32) HIGH,ANGLE,aLCIt,~K),K=1,42)
01551 382* XP=-50.
C0552 383* YP=O.
00553 384* 00 760 I=1,21
00556 385* X=LI NI)
00557 3864 Y=LI -I +21)
00560 3867 CALL LIECVNXVaX),NYVaYP) ,NXVX) ,NYVYY))
00561 3880 XP=X
00562 389t 760 YF=Y
00564 39'5 GO TO 100
o00565 391* 8.0 CCNtTI N
00565 392* C
00565 393* C READ CEFALLT FRCFILES ANC INTERPFLATE MISSING DATA
00565 394* C
00566 395* IFaSTEFSZ.GT.0) CALL STEFER NEW
00570 396* WUITEa6,35) NEW
00572 397* READx5, 33 ,EC--100) FRESSOZCtEP TE R EE, HLICP
00600 3964 RI TE6,33) PRESSP ,OZaCEP, TEIMRE, HHI CT
00606 3094 0D 820 J=2,LIMIT
00611 4c )* READt5,3 3 ,EC=-100) FRESR .OZ-'ES,TEW CR ,HlI
00617 401* RITEaG. 33) PRESSRCNES,TEF CR,HU lIC
00617 4024 C
00617 4034 C SCAN RE.LESTED LEVELS FCR DEFALLT FRESSLE WIFtDO)
00617 404* C
00625 405 CO 810 I=2,LEVELS
0 630 406. iFu.rEiSSml) .L.i- iESS.AN.PWFiES-I) .CE.i ESk) GO TO 815
00632 407* GO TO 610
00633 408 815 CaTINLE
00633 409* C
00633 410 C INTERPCLATE MISSING TD'FERATUiE
00633 411* C
00634 4124 IFaTEWFERa I).GT. 1rj0.) TEW-Era I)=TER FRESSFP,PRESUL ,TEW-RE, ITEPCR,
00634 413* * FRESScEI))
00634 414* C
00634 415* C INTERFCLATE MISSING SPECIFIC HU-IDITY
00634 4164 C
00636 417* IFa1FLDL3 1, CEFAULa ) ).EQ.1) HU4I) =TERF FRESS,FRESUR, H IDFP, H I.41
00636 418* * ,PRESSaI))
00636 419* C
00636 420* C INTERFCLATE MISSING OZClE
00636 421* C
00640 422* IFaFLCa2 1, CEFAULI)).EQ.1) OZ*EaI) =TERPdiFRESS8,FRESL.R,OZCEP,
00640 4234 OZCES,FPRESSI))
00642 424* 810 CCNTINLE
00642 425* C




00646 430* TEIPRE= TEMOR
00647 431* HUMIP=HUMID
00650 432* 820 CCONTINLE
00652 433* GO TO 100
62
t652 434* C
00652 435* C INF'UT TRACE GAS TRANSHISSICt FUNCIICNS WERE
00.65 436* C
00652 437? C WIGHT TRUNCATEC TO AN INTEGER IS AN INDEX 10 THE WAVENUMBER
t)652 4384 C INTERVAL PCA WICH THIS ANALYTIC FUNCTION APPLYS
00652 439* C
00652 4404 C WIGHT FRACTION IS THE GEOME1RIC WAN WIGHTING HCIFIE BY THE
00652 441* C PLANCKIAN FUNCTICN FC'R THE WAVE-NUER INTERVAL FRACTICN
00652 442* C CF THIS ANALYTIC FUNCTICN
00652 443* C
00652 444* C ABSCRO = A THESE ARE PARAHETERS AFFEARING IN ANALYTIC
00652 4454 C EXPco = a FUNCTICNS CF THE FCRM A*ATML6-CENT= :6)*EPo4C)
00652 4468 C ExPC00 = C FOR THE INTERVAL AND EIGHTING CESCRIED ADE
01652 447* C
00653 448* 1100 CONTINL
00654 449* ,tAITEM.6,31) HEACI,HEAD2,HEAC3
00416 450* 00 1110 I=1,LIMIT
00664 451* IFI .GT.10 ) CO TO 100
00L66 452* READ0S ,28,EC= 00) .IGHT4tl),ABSCA.-l) ,E ottl) ,EXPCNtI)
00674 453* II--IGHTgl)
00675 454, EIGH*=G -TtI)-I
00676 455* BEGIN=INTERlII)-12.5
00677 456* FINIS=INTERgllI)*12.5
00700 457* btAITE6,29) EEGIN,FINISABSCrI) ,XPO4I) ,EXPOCIOIl),.IGH
00710 458* 1110 CCNTINUE
00712 4594 GO TO 100
00713 4604 SUf OJTIE DISPLY
00713 461* C
00713 462* C THIS SIERCLIHE CISPLAYS THE 4:CIFIED DATA CASE
00713 463* C
00716 4644* RITEa6.11)
00720 465* 00 10 I=ILEVELS
00723 466 10 .RiITEa6,12) PRESSal) ,Kl 'l) ,TEWERaI) .OZCEl)
00732 467* 11 FCRHAT "IPRESS SPECIFIC TEMP ZocE0c,/
00732 468* * * L4MIDITY SO;LtINtG, /,
00732 4694 * * MB G/KGM K GM/KGM")
00733 470* 12 FCRATdXF7.1,IXEIO.5.2.XF6.F2,IXE10.5)
00734 471* LIMIT=LEVELS
00735 472* RETURN
00736 473* FUNCTION SPHIEa*.L)
00736 474* C
00736 475* C THIS IS A CCNCITICNAL FUNCTICN -IICH KMDIFIES THE PRECIPITALE
00736 4764 C WATER AT SATELLITE ALTITLC S FCR THE SPHERICAL SHAPE OF THE
00736 477* C EARTH
00736 478* C
00741 479* SPHERE=1.
00742 480* IFa.MOT.SHELL) RETLRN
09742 481* C
00742 482* C TEST IS THE SIN CF THE ANGLE CF CCSERVATICN TO THE HORIZON
00742 483* C
00744 484* TEST=20898696./u20898696.* EIGHTaL))
00744 485* C
00744 486 C No CGMPUTATICNS ARE MACE WEN THE FIELD CF VIEW IS ABOVE THE
00744 487* C CORIZCN
00744 4886 C
00745 489* IFKTHETA.GT.ASINaTEST)) RETURNI
00745 490* C
63
0.1745 491* C HIGH IS THE AVERAGE HEIGHT CF THE WATER VArCR LAYER
00.1745 4929 C
00.1747 493* HIGH=uEIGHT*L)+HEIGHT T-1l)/2.
0174? 494* C
.10747 495* C ACC THE AVERAGE HEIGHT CF THE LAYER TO THE RACIUS CF THE EARTH
00747 496* C
00750 497* PART 1=HIGH20 '96696.
0.1750 498* C
10750 499* C M JLIFLY CY THE HEAN INDEEX CF REFRACTICN AT THE AVERAGE HEIGHT
00750 5.* C CF THIS LAYER
00750 501 C
00751 502* FART2-FART I~ REFRAXLL) *+REFRAXa.-1) )/2.
01751 503* C
00751 5Y.4* C 4LTIFLY BY THE IWEEX CF REFRACTICNt AT THE HEIGHT CF TH SENSCR
0E751 5059 C ANC BY THE SINE CF THE AMLE CF CCSERVATICN
003751 506 C
00752 507* PART3=FART1 4EFRAXt tl) SIhtTHETA)
00753 508* PART4=SQRTaFPAR12ART2) -uPART3'*ART3))
00753 509* C
00753 5104 C CCWVUTE THE CAN FUL'CTICN ASSULING THE CESERVING SENSCR IS JUST




00756 515* FU-JCTICN TERPtXI ,X2,Y1 Y2.X)
00756 5164 C
00756 517* C THIS FU TICN FERFCRMS LAGRANGIAN INTERFCLATICN
00756 518- C
00761 519* SLCFEA=X-X2) /xl-X2)
00762 52Uo SLCFEB7aX-XI)/aX2-XI)
03763 521t TEkP= LCFEA*Y1 *SLCFEDYZ
00764 5229 RETUN
00765 523* SLE~RIOTINE CPATHS
00765 524* C




00772 529*9 DO 10 I=2,LIHIT
00775 530* OTCENTaI )OTCIENTI-1) +dFRESSI-1) -FRESS&t l) ) OZCNEt ) +OZCtEdI-1) )
00775 531* * 237.968





) -P R E SS
I 
) ) ) /
0776 533* * 900.
00777 534* PRESLR=EFRESS'-I) )FRESt )I -1) /2.
o100 535* TEW-D.CaTEERal )+TEMWEr I -1))/2.
01001 536. ATCENTaI)= .FRESSa4l)-R ESS~ ))*.260
01002 537* E -I4 LE= E1J.LE+WATER I) -WA TERc l - ) IPRESUR
01004 539* FPRESSl)=EW4I3 F/WATFiiaf
01005 540* ETEP IS I )=T4iLE/,WATERal )
01006 541* IFdI.GT.1)
01006 542* *HEIGHTal)=HEIGHTal-1)+29.3TE-R*ALOCEPRESStl-)/FRESsal))
01006 543* ,al..•-'614HLi ))*3.2'0 8
01010 544* 10 CONTINLE
01012 545* RETLUN -05
01013 5464 SIURCITINE STEFER
01013 547* C
64
01(015 548 C THIS SLUCRUTINE EXPANDS CA CCNTRACTS THE CATA TO THE NEEECD STEP SIZE
0101-3 549*9
01016 55.' J=l
01017 551* LCCINTHIN FtRESSt1l)I/STEPSZSIZFTH)
0 1 0 17  5529 C
01017 553* C TEST FOR END CF AVAILABLE DATA
01017 554* C
01020 555* 5 IFdJ.GT.LCCINT) RETLN
01020. 556* C





01023 562* C SET WANTED DATA
01023 5G63 C
01024 564* TE -RE=TEM-ERJ)
01025 565* TFWCTE=TE-ER1J+ 1)
01026 5664 OZITEP-Z,.T EJ)
01027 567* OZCNESNOZEtiEaJ+1)
01030 568* HU4IDP =FPJUJ)
01031 569* HUOID-HL MJ+1)
01032 5r70* FPREW&UA PRESSt I -STESZ*J
01032 571* C
01032 572* C IS WANTED DATA WITHIN AVAILACLE DATA W1INDr4
01032 573* C
01033 574* IFaFREOWN.LT.FiRESSP .ANC.PR EWAN.GE.FRESUR) GO TO 10
01035 575* GO TO 40
01036 576r 10 CCNTINLE
01036 577* C
01036 578* C tCW MAWPN LEVELS CF WANTED DATA ARE WITHIN WIND4W
01036 579* C
01037 58 G LCCSIZ~PRESSF-PRESLI)/STEPSZ
01037 581* C
01037 58Z* C MAKE SPACE IN AVAILADLE DATA FCR WANTED DATA
01037 583* C
01040 584* DO 20 K=LEVEMS,J,-1
01043 585* PRES.SK+LCCSI Z) =FRESSK)
01044 5664. TEH ER
+L
CCS I Z ) = TEHER
K )
01045 587* OZOaNE+LCOSI Z) =OZC~NEK)





01050 591* C LOAD DATA COVER WANTED INTERVAL
01050 592* C
01051 593* DO 30 K=I,LCCSIZ
01054 594* J=J+l
01055 5 3 TE~FERe.J) 







01063 601* 30 CCNTINLE
01063 602* C
01063 603* C RESET BOTTCH LEVEL OF AVAILABLE DATA
01063 604* C
65
0105 605 GO TO 5
S010 66 6G 40 CCIT IN UE
01066 607* C
O10GG GS;* C CESTROY TOF LEVEL CF AVAILABLE DATA
.OltG6 6095 C
01067 610 ' DO SO K=JLEVELS
01072 611* FRESSK1) = P RE SS'tK+ 2)
01073 612* TEHER-K l) =TEMFERetK+2)
01074 6154 OZCNEnK+1): ,Zt.EuK+2)
01075 614* HUI4LK+1) =HUAK+2)
01076 615* CEFAULLK+1) CCFALLK+2)
011077 616* 50 CO4TINLE
01101 617* LEVELS-LEVLS-1
01102 618* GO TO 5
01103 619 END










































STCRAGE ASSIGNMENT @OLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATICN. NAME)
0001 000600 IOL 0001 002252 IOL 0001 002367 IOL 0001 000013 IOOL 0001 002042 104 G
0001 002143 1036 30000 000465 IIF 0000 000150 11F 0001 013 I IIOOL 0001 002414 11050
0001 002431 1116G o0001 002505 1134G 0000 000511 12F 0000 000153 12F 0000 000162 1:F
0000 000200 14F 0000 r000243 15F 0000 000245 16F 0000 000250 17F .0000 0002c4 16F
000. 000274 19F 001 001250 200L 0000 000304 21F 0000 000313 22F 0000 000351 23F
0000 000353 24F 0OW00 000357 25F 0000 000363 26F 0001 000271 264G 0000 000364 27F
0000 000366 26F 0000 000370 29F 0001 000315 3OG 0001 000132 300L 0000 000376 31F
67
00. 0-Y.422 33F G ) 0000 0 L430 35F 00U1 f.000603 39t0L 70001 002500. 4GL 0.01 09C1330 4OL
00LlI 000;631 4276 00 01 050.'-722 4540 0 0.i1 I00767 464, 00l;1 02312 5L 0001 001352 5OOL
0001 001241 543G 0L00i1 00127 i 5610 000 1 0 .1273 5660 0l001 00l1361 LGOOiL 0001 001367 623G
0001 0971436 652G l0 01 001467 6710G 0,I1 00l162 7250 00Ilt 0'.1374 680L 009'41 01566 61LL
0001 91l507 815L 0l-3 R ll;00000; AC :R G0003 FR .E0 .620 ACE:RC tl03 R '-00132l ACS :rO 0009 R F l00l63 AMAX
1009 R 0',0062 AMIIN 0005; R 00001 A1fLE 00.4 R 0 4704 ATCENT 000', R 0001K ;26 EEGIN r004 R 5 911610 CFRESS
00.14 I 013560 DEFALL 0004 R 9076 40 CELTRA 9000 R 'l057 CEST .0009 ; R 'i000104 CEWAVO 000C-0 R 1'000077 CEVNT
O00r , 9 76 DEVT 7 tl004 R 010 624 EFRESS "4 R 012574 ETEMPS 0000 R t00l074 EIJ:LE 0003 R l0010L10 Exr,-CtD
0053 R 009144 EXF-CN 0.13 R rO-632 EXFtjC C.03 R 001154 EXFCrto) 0'00 R C.00127 FINIS 0000 R 000116 FUL.CTI
0.' R G0iR 16 HEACER I R .00070 HEAD1 00tl 90 R .. 71 HEAD2 0009 f R 000072 HEAC3 0004 R 002734 HEIGHT
09O R ti 0132 HIGH t .14 R 903720 HUM 00101 R ll000105 HLUMIC O.' R t.l0122 HL4ICF 0009 I 000066 I
000. I C001 7 IFLt4CT E101 I t01;124 II 00' 0rG656 INJFS 0000 000652 INJPS 000 000'675 INJFP
t01) 05662 INJFS .0.0 0.;1G66 INJFS CL.01 I 00.23 INSTR 00-/3 R 000310 INTER 0000 R 000C.00 INTERV
T009 I t.106 J O 01 I V00.110 JFLICT I 145 K .5 I .I 67 LAZEL 0000 R 0l01 LEADER
00.5 I 01k01i4 LEVELS 00.0l1 I 9.',115 LIM 055 1 0 50.i0. LIMIT O0. I 000.142 LCCINT 000, I P144 LCCSIZ
0 013 100 0.0.4 HESSAG ' I i2 1 001 NA1E 0.9 I 0.114 LAST 0016 I 7100j NV 0017 1 0 .t NYV
001 4 R 0015670 OTCENT 00.14 R 014544 CZC-TE 0J.00 R 0r.1 12 OZhESP 01 R -059123 ZCtEs 0-0 R 00 0191 FART
0OL9 R 1 1133 PART1 001 R 0t1134ARTT2 rCO.'15 R 0. 135 PART3 O:1)5 R 0.1136 FART4 C01.11 R L,0000I64 FttNE
XOL14 R (::110.2J PRESS L0-0. R 00i117 FRESSP 19 ft.' 1 R 5-103 FRESULR '#.. R 0 35143 FRE4WAN 0003 R 050454 RES,~:N
0005 L C0;/(103 SHELL 0 Q0 R 0005J140 SLOCFEA 0C05.1 R 0;15141 SLCFEB 9.01 R 902022 S-HERE G; .%% R 000130 S-FHERE
0005U R GL001,61 STEPSZ CX..4 R 001750 TE ER MP- E - 0 01R0102 TE i,2 CI R Ct l.9121 TEWi E .0L R 'l. 137 TERP
Oni R 002121 TERP 0.1 R 0.1.131 TEST 0055 R L0502012 THETA 0C R t.0.1565 TRANGE L00 4 R 00 654 TRANSM
O0.j R 03575 TUiLlE 0.0:1 Rft 0.0.100 VAF R 050.6 R 0.10.0.11 VAFRES 0 .4 R /-3764 WATER LX,0- R 00 0125 LEIGH
003L R C0.0j644 KEIGHT 00.31 R CJ3073 WIACLE CR f R .l112 X 00/) R 035113 xT 0)59 R 0C.111 Y
00In1 1 CCP I LER DATA= SIR T)
00103 2 EXTERNAL VAFRES
00105 3* REAL I NTTV
00106 4* REAL INTER
00107 5* REAL LEADER
00110 64 LOGICAL SELL
00111 7* PARAMETER SIZTR-A=O
00112 8* FARAMETER SIZFTH 590
00113 9* CCSMC/Z1/ AB.S IAtSIZTRA), EXFC-tSIZTRA), INTERaSIZTRA),
00113 10* RESFNSIZIRA) ,AESCRC-lG), ExE:CNCa I),
00113 11* * %EIGHTaSI ZT-RA) ,EXPCf4mSIZTRA) ,EXFCN -SIZ-TRA) ,
00113 12* ABSO:CDuSIZTRA)
0013114 13* Cn44N/Z2/ PRESSaSIZPTH), WITERaSIZFTH) , TEWr-ERSIZPTH),
00114 14* H EIGHTaSIZFTH) ,HUt4SIZPTH), ATCENTdSIZPTH),
00114 15* * OTCENTaSIZFTH) ,TRANSISSIZFTH) ,CELTRAaSIZFTH),
00114 16* * EPRESSSIZFTH) ,CFRESSSIlZPTH) ,ETE4SaSIZTH),
00114 17* C DEFALLdSIZPTH) ,OZCEaSIZFTH)
00115 18* COCIMW/Z3/ LIMIT, ANGLE, THETA, SHELL, LEVELS
00116 19* DIMENSICN LEACERa3)
00117 p2. DI0INSICt N WSVCACnifr)
00120 21* DIMENSICN HEADERd3)
00121 22* DIMENSICN NAMEa2),INSTRat2I)
00122 23* DIf NSICN DESTa2)
00123 24* DATA SHELL/.TRUE./
00125 25* DATA STEPSZ/0.0/
00127 26* INTEGER DEFAUL
00130 27* DATA AMIN/-2.0/
00132 28* DATA AMAX/11.0/
00134 29* DATA NAM/'R CLARK'/,DEST/NMTF T-20"/E.FHCNE/'2146"/
68
i.1140 309 DATA INSTR/'CNE HARC CCFY - NE MICRCFILM - FLOT TO ECFILE - T-020
0 140 31* $'/
00142 32* CATA TRANGE/100./
01144 33* CATATEMPERil),t= ,SIZFTH)/SIZPTH9''.'1./
.00146 34* CAArtOZCN~al),I=I,SIZF-TH)/SIZFTH4.67E-O/
.0 146 351 C
0014G 3G* C CCOOTE RADIANS FRCH ANGLES
C1146 37* C
00.150 38* RADANG) ANG/57.2957'
00150 39* C
00.150 4G0 C CCHPUTE SPECIFIC HLU41CITY FrCH FRESSLE AND VACOR FRESSUrE
Col159 41* C
0T1151 42* RATMHI XV.P)=622.4V/aF-. 3784V))
00151 43* C
00151 44* C COCPLTE THE ItCEX CF REFRACTICN CF ,ATER-VAFCR AT THE TEK-ERATLIiE
00151 45* C AND PRESS4JE CF A GIVEN LEVEL
00L151 46* C
00152 47* REFRAXL1 ) =1. +177.526E-6) *PRES&tLI) /TE4-ER*1)
00153 48* CALL TAFLOT1-lHM)
00154 49* CALL ICFR'HV~,E,CEST, FH-E, INSTR)
00155 50* 1 00 CCTI  E
00155 51* C
00155 52* C INPUT CCNTRCL CARDS
00155 53* C
00156 54* READ5,11 ,EEC--50) LIMIT,LAEL,HE.ADI ,lEAC2,HEAC3
00156 55* C
00156 56* C SET FLAGS TO AIJIST FRECIIATE.LE WATER O-CUTATICNS FOCi
00156 57* C REFRACTICN AT HICGH ALTITLOES
001156 54* C
00165 59* IF.LAAE1..EO."SFH E") SHEL=.TRlUE.
00167 G9, IF*LASfL.EQ."FLAT ")SHELL=.FALSE.
00167 61* C
00167 624 C ADJUST CISPLAY WINDIP CN THE SC-4020L PLOTS
00167 63* C
00171 64* IFaLABEL.EQ."MAXCCR") AMAX=LIHIT
00173 65* IFoLAEEL.EQ."MINCCR) AMIN=LIHIT
00173 66 C
00173 67* C INPUT THE ANGLE CF CESERVATICN
00173 684 C
00175 69* IF*LAEEL.EQ.ANGLE ") ANGLE=LIMIT/10.
00175 70U C
00175 71* C IWUT RESPCNSE FUNCTIONS
00175 72* C
00177 73* IFaLAE...EQ."RESPCN') GO TO 200
00177 74* C
00177 75* C INPUT RADICOCNDE CATA
00177 76* C
02 ! 77* IF-LACE..E."wATER ) GO TO 3C3
0020o 78* C
00201 79* C INPUT TEMPERATLIRE RANGE CF 10 POINT TABLE
00201 80* C
00203 81* IFaLABEL.EQ."TEiER") GO TO 400
00203 82* C
00203 83* C EXECUTE WITH DATA FRCH FPEVICUS SCJNDING
00203 84* C
00205 85* IFaLADEL.EQ.'EXECUT') GO TO 390
00205 864 C
69
LV.00205 87* C RECCRC A FRESSUrE INCREMENT TO ESTACLISH THE STEF SIZE FONi RADIOSaCNS E
.0020l5 88* C DATA FkCH THE SLURFACE 10T CNE MILLICAR
, 0025 69 C
-0020l7 9Io IFLABEL.EQ."STEF ") STEFSZ=LIMIT
00207 91* C
00207 92* C IN-UT MESSAGE LINES DESCRIBING OUTFUT
Z00207 93* C
01211 94* IFaLACEL.EQ."MESSAG") GO TO 600
10211 95* C
00211 96* C OVER-- ITE MISSING RADIC-:CtCE CATA TO SATELLITE ALTITuE WITH DEFAULT
00211 97* C DATA
o.00211 98* C
00213 99* IFaLAEL.EQ.*EFAUL'L) CO TO 8l00
032 13 10* C
00213 101* C IWL-LT SPECIAL TRACE GAS TRANSMISSIOC FUtTICNS
00213 1.302 C
00215 1039* IFaLACEL.EQ.TRACE ) GO TO 71100
00217 104* GO TO 100
00220 105 30.1 CCNTINUE
322J 106* C
















00224 123* C INITIALIZE EFFECTIVE TEtfERATLU1E CC1fJUTATION
00224 124* C
00225 1259 T -'LE0.
00225 126 C
00225 127* C IPLUT SLIRFACE RACIOSCNDE DATA
00225 128* C
00226 129* REAC 5,12) PRESS,1l) ,DEPT,TEMERcal) ,HEIGHTal) ,OZCEcI)
00235 130 CEFALLal)=
00236 131* IFHEAD2. NE. "KELVIN") CEIFT=DE'FT+273.16
00240 132* IFaHEAD2.NE."KELVIN") TEmFERaI)=TEMPERaI)+273.16
00244 134* IFaHrArO3.Nr.fCV£tJFl* nr-,.-i clrc Q
00246 135* DECFNT=CEW T
00246 136* C




00247 141* C USE DEW-FOINT GREATER THAN 77 DEGREES TO ASSUME 10 FERCENT
00247 142* C RELATIVE HUMIDITY
00247 143* C
70
00250 144* IFaCEWT.GE.351O.) VAFER=VAFREStlEMPEiRLt))*.1
C0.252 145* IF, tcET.CE.35l.) FLC,.3.1,CEFALL1))=I
0C252 1464 C
00252 147* C CCW#4UTE THE SURFACE SPECIFIC HL MICITY
0Y.252 148* C
.00254 149* PART=RATHI XqVAFER F.RESSal))
C.'254 150+* C
0Z254 151* C STCRE THE SPECIFIC HUMICITY CCt-UTEC AT THE SWLFACE
00254 152* C
00255 153* HIt .1) =FART
00255 154* C
00255 155* C THE ATMDS-CENTIHEIERS CF CAADN DIOXICE AND oECtE AT THE SURFACE
00255 156* C
00256 157* ATCENTal)=0.
00.3257 158* OTCENTa1) =0.
00257 159* C
00257 160* C THE EFFECTIVE FRESSU-E AT THE SUF.FACE IS EQUAL TO THE RACICCR'E
03257 161* C SLEFACE FRESSIEE
00257 162* C
00260 163* EPRESSal) =FRESSa1)
00261 164* CPRESSl ) =FRESSal)
Ot261 165* C
00261 166* C LABEL THIS FAGE CF ABS3yEIN, GAS GJNCENTRATICNS.
0X3261 167* C
00262 1684 ARITEa6.27) IESSAGI) *1-1, l.)
00270 169* CEPT=-CEW T-273.16
00271 170- TEWCR=TEWERl) -- 273.16
00272 171* URITEm6,14) FRESSxl) ,CE'PT,TE'CR
00277 172- DO 10 I--2,LIMIT
00277 173*, C
00277 174* C EXTRACT A LEVEL*S CATA
00277 175* C
00302 176* REAR5,12) FRESStI),CEPT,TEFERT- al),HEIGHTeI) ,OZCtE*I)
00311 177* CEFALLIa)=0
00311 1781 C
00311 179* C CONVERT HEIGHT TO FEET IF NECED
00311 18D* C
00312 181i IFFEAD1I.EQ. "ETERS") HEI GHTal)=H)HEIGHTL l)3.2808
00312 182-- C
00312 183* C CC-PUTE AVERAGE FRESSLRE CF A LAYER
00312 184* C
00314 185* FRESLrtaFRES-I l)+FRESSl-1) )/2.
00314 186* C
00314 187* C CCNVERT FR-H CENTIGRACE TO KELVIN IF NEEDED
00314 188 C
00315 189* IFa
d EAC 2.N E. " KELVIN") CEWiT=CEWPT+273.16
00317 190* IFrEAC2. E. "KELVIN) TEPfERaI)=TEPERaI )+273.16
00317 191* C
00317 19* C ICK1L A L~.C5AN1 OZOLCNE F4TX*ILE IF hEELUE~
00317 1934 C
00321 194* IFaHEAD3.NC.'OZC'E") OZCtEa1l)4.67E-8
00323 195* IF.EA3.E.OZCtE ") FLDa2,1,CEFAULCa))=1
00323 19G* C









0 032G 2-05 C USE CE-rFOINT GREATER THiAN 77 CEGREES TO ASSUE 10 FERCENT
10326 2:061 C RELATIVE HUMIDITY
00326 207* C
C 01327 20 IF"CEWT.GE.350.) VAPER=VAFRESlTTEMFER al)). 1
00331 209* IFaCC-T.GE.350.) FLC3,1,CEFALLaI))=1
00331 210* C
00331 211* C CCFUTE THE MIXING RATIO CF THIS LAYER
00331 212* C
00333 213* HUMID=622.*VAPER/.PRESUE-VAPER )
00333 214* C
00333 215* C CC*LTE THE AVERAGE TEM-ERATLUE CF THIS LAYER
00333 216* C
00334 217* TEW-CIi=TEK-ER*l) +TEF-ERIal-1 )/2.
00334 218* C
U00334 219* C CCIIFUTE THE HEIGHT CF THE Ta~ CF THIS LAYER IF NEECE
CI1334 220* C
00335 221* IFctEIGHTal) .LE.G.)
o0335 222, *HEIGHT=al)=HEIGHTlI-1) +29.3 TEW-CRCALCrFPRESItl-)/PRESSl )
00335 223* 4ett1 .+.C4,61.tUIC)3.280*
00335 224* C
00335 225* C STCRE THE SPECIFIC HUICITY AT EACH LAYER TCP
00335 226 C
00337 227* H~)-I ) RATMIXaVAFE ,FRESUR)
00337 228 C
00337 229* C CCMPUTE THE FRECIFITAELE WATER AT THIS LEVEL
00337 230* C
00340 231* ATERIl)-WATERS I-1) +cHLtE) SE 
-HEa1,I)1 RESS I 1) --PRESI )1)) 1
00340 232* * 980.
00340 233* C
00340 234* C CCMrTE THE AT3S-CENTI TERS CF CARDCPIN-CICtICE AND OZ,:E TO THIS
00340 235* C LAYER
00340 236* C
00341 237* ATCENTl) I =PRESSal )-PRES.-I ) ).2610
00342 238* OTCENTIl) =OTCENT I -1) + S-tRESSa-1) FRESS I) ) ,-OZCNEa I) -eZCia-1) )
00342 239* * 237.968
00342 240* C
00342 241* C CI'UTE THE EFFECTIVE TEWERATURES ANw FRESSLTES USED TO RELATE
00342 242* C I-*4GENECUS PATH TRANSMISSION FLNCTICNS TO IN-r4t0CENECUS SLANT
00342 243* C PATHS TFiCRXH THE ATH JRE
00342 244* C
00343 245* E-L-LE=E E+aWA T' E )-WATERa I-1) I) RESUR
00344 246* TilEThLE+awATERi -W I V) -TERI-1)) *TEMCR
00345 247* CFRESS I)=+RESS41)+FRESSI ))/2.
00347 PO1 C
00347 251* C COf4 UTE CENTIGRADE VALUES FCR DISPLAY
00347 252* C
00350 253* CEWAVG=CEW-T-273.16
00351 254* TE CR= TEMPER I ) -273. 6
00351 255* C
00351 256* C PRINT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS CF THIS FROCESS
00351 257* C
72
00352 258* .RITEE6.13) FRESS4I) ,CEWAVG,IEWPC, HEIGHTal),WATERll),ATCENTal),
.00352 259* * OTCENTIl) ,EFRESStI) ,CFRESSI) ,EIEMPSHI)
0366 260 CEMWNT=DCE-T
00367 261* 10 CCN I INLE
00371 262* GO TO 10. NEW
.00372 263* 11 FCRATaIIO,A6,6X,3AG)
00373 264* 12 FC.TAtlIxF7.1,2x,F6.1,4x,F7.1,3X,FIO. 1,El 0.5)
00374 265* 13 FCfiAT IX,F7.1,2XFG.1,4X,F7. 1.3X,F1li..,1X,F7.4,1 XF6.1,F6.3,2X,
00374 266*4 F6.1*
00374 267* 6X,F6.1,6X,F5.1)
00375 26$* 14 FCRHATC" FRESSULE DEW FOINT TEMPERATLCE HEIGHT PRECIP ATHI-G-CE
00375 269* *NT EFFECTIVE CCNSTANT EFFECTIVE",/,- " F7.1,ZXF6.1,4X,F7.1
00375 270t ," FEET WATER CO2 OCE FRESSURE CCNCENTRATICN TEMP
00375 271* .ERATLUE')
00376 272* 15 FCRHATaF7.1,F7.4)
00377 273* 16 FCiMATCIX,F7.1IF7.4)
004U' 274* 17 FCEHATa7H ANGLE ,F4.1 ,2H DEGREES FRCH NADIR ,/,.2CI SURFACE TEPER
00400 275* *ATLUE,F7.1)
00401 276 18 FCRHATaIX36HTE4'ERATLEE RANGE CF 100 POINT TABLE)
00402 277* 19 FC MAT* 4ZHIWAVENUrIER MIDPOINTS AND FERCDT RESPONSE)
00403 278* 21 FCRHATa 37HITEPERATLUE RANGE CF 100 FOINT TACLE)
L0404 279* 22 FCRHATa" FRESSLEE FRECIP HEIGHT SFECIFIC TEW- CCRRECTI
00404 280v. *CIN",/, WATER JHICITY SCUECING" ,/,
00404 281* * " IB CM FT GM/KGM K K')
00405 282* 23 FCOHATaIH ,3A6)
00406 283* 24 FCRMATcF4.1,14H CEG. TO NADIR)
00407 284s 25 FCRMAT-F5.1,13H SURFACE TKI'P)
00410 285* 26 FCRHATal A6)
00411 286* 27 FCFrMATalIH1,10A6,/)
00412 287* 28 FCRMATa4E10.5)
00413 280* 29 FCRMATaIX,F6.1,"-",F6.1,4-3X,F7.4))
00414 289* 31 FCRMATaI-H,3A6,/," WAVEN U ER A*,TATM -CENT41t) EF'PC) ,/
00414 290* *- INTERVAL A B C VEIGHT")
00415 291* 33 FCRHATlIX,F7.1,2X,E10.5,2X,F6.1,2X.,E.5)
00416 292* 35 FCRKAT'IDEFAULTED STRATSHERE PRCFILES",/, IW
003416 293* * * FRESS RE OZCNE TE-P SFECIFIC,/, NEW
00416 294* * * SCOCING HUMICITY-,/, EW
00416 295* * * B G/GN K G/KG-M") NEW
00417 2964- 390 CCNTINUE
00420 297* IFaSTEPSZ.GT.O.) CALL STEPER
00422 298* IFaSTEPSZ.GT.O.) CALL CISPLY
00422 299* C
00422 3001 C ESTAELISH A TEMIERATLUE CLACIKDCY INTENSITY SCALE
00422 301* C
00424 302* CALL TABTEMdTEERalI) ,TRANGE)
00424 303* C
00424 304* C PRCOUCE A DISPLAY TO S--W TE -ERATURE CORRECTICt AS A FLINCTICN CF
.1 3.- C LI,' CF SCHT ANCLE.. -EICH!T !N ETERS, A.," PEC!F!TALE ULTElR.
0aPA4 304* C
00425 307* WRITEd6,27) aMESSAGaI) ,11,10)
00433 308* IFaSHELL) LEACERa3)="SPHERE"
00435 309* WIITEa6,23) LEACERl),LEACERa2),LEACER3)
00442 310* WRITEa6,17) ANGLETEMPERdl)
00446 311* URITEO6,22)




00451 313* CALL GRIC1V4I,AHIN,AMAX,O.,6







00452 314* CALL PRINTVIOl,LEACER,703,48)
73
Fc S RACH:C/SLANT I ,RACIC ,RACfIC/SLANT I
FC 9nu-/20-18'S eO,0)
SLERCJTINE RACHM:C ENTRY FOINT 000210
STCRAGL USEC' CCEl) 0'0.'222 DATAl) 7.0046 CLAtCi CO-t:Ntt2) ooo.o
CC*CtN CLCCKS'
0103 ZI 0011464
C0 014 22 0025703
0005 23 co*0.5






STCRAGE AS.SIGNrWT dSLCCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATICN, NAHE)
0001 0J 35 121G6 0O./L 0C.1120 127G CCi0 C0C126 143G 0001 0 %.157 3C4. rJ0,3 C- S j3 ABSCR
0003 0;0620 tESK-RC 0.03 CI0132]- AZSDRO 0.5 tr/1 ANGLE C054 R CO-764 ATCENT rJ-00 R -000013 AltDS
£4364 S017DC C.nLSS tTC.4 U&L,2.) iTAW.-L it%4 R (31440 DELTRA 7/S5 R 01.R 14 DETECT 00'S R OGlt1S CRTEW0304 031604 Er-RESS Ci,4 C'2114 ETEWS 0003 C#.0001 EXPCh) 0913 000144 EXPCN 03 jG632 EXPC1C
07ca 001154 E)XPTCN Glj4 0454 HEIGHT C/4 07.620 HUI 0JO I L0i04 I 00rJ0 0000-24 INJPS
"0.30 R 0C0'101 INTEN 0003 R 9.'/310 INTE R C/S3 R 0L./.i INIERV 00.0 I C.'i;2 J iY'55 00I 4I" LEVELS
0005 I 0 .£1L0I LIMIT 0004 R 001130 OTCENT 00-4 002424 OZCNE rGO4 00 'i FRESS C0 3 R 00l454 RES,:IN
0a00 R .111 SFCC a-5 L 00r'S03 SELL 004 R 00310 TE-WER C011 R 00012 TE-uCi 0005 R COY502 THETA
0056 R OL- 00C/ TRANS 0-Y;4 R 001274 TRANSMH E14 R 0144 WATE a-a R CC/SO6 WATEAC (7XiS R UO/7 WATER)
0000 R r-'--j5 WATE-RS c.o3 R 0J.17 03 WAVEf)D 00 03 000644 WEIGHT 0C#6 R 017C510 WILE
00101 1* SsBRiUTINE RADCCaDLTEMP)
00101 2* C
00101 3* C THIS SLE~CUTINE INTEGRATES THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER FUNCTIOCN USING
00101 4* C THE TRAPEZOID RULE.
00101 5* C
00103 6* LCGICAL SHELL
O104 7* FYTFPNAI TRANS
00105 8* REAL INTER
00106 9* REAL INTERV,INTEN
00107 10* PARAMETER SIZTRA=I 0
00110 11* PARAMETER SIZPTH=100
00111 12* CC ON/ZI/ AB S, aSIZTRA) , EXFCNttSIZTRA), INTERdSIZTRA),
00111 13* * REStPCNtSIZTRA) ,ABSYCaUIO) , EXPONC t1) ,
00l111 14* * .EIGHTaSIZTRA) ,EXFCtktSI ZTRA) ,EXF CnSIZTRA) ,
00111 15* * ABSROtCSIZTRA)
00112 16* COMHON/Z2/ PRESSaSIZ-TH), WATERCNSIZPTH). TEMPERISIZPTH),
74
00112 17* * HEIGHTLSIZPI) ,1U141LSIZ ITH) , ATCENTaSIZFTH),
O112 186 * OTCENTuSIZPTH) ,TRANSMtSIZFT) ,CELTRAnSI ZPTH)
00 112 19* * EFRESSISZPIt) ,CPRESSSIZFTH) ,ETEMCSatSIZFTH)I
P112 2r.;* CEFAULSIZPTH) ,OZ:(CNESIZTH)
00113 21* CO 1441N/Z3/ LIMIT, ANGLE, THETA, SHELL, LEVELS
00113 22* C
P00113 23* C ARIIHMETIC FUNCTICNS
K0113 240 C
03114 25* BD-CYuV,T) =a8.9349E-13*V:-3)/aCX-atl.4385*V)/T)-1.0)
00115 26* TEM-aD,V,W) = 1.4385V)/ALUG~u.tWdLW.9346E-13*V*3)/C) +1.)
00115 27* C
00115 28* C INTEN IS THE SUl.tMATIrN CF FR,-CUCTS cAACIANT INTENSITY TIMES




00116 33* C INTERV IS THE WAVE NUCER INTERVAL
001116 344 C
00117 35* INTERV=25.
00120 36* DO 30 J=1,85
00I120 37* C
003120 38* C SKIP INTERVALS HAVING A ZERO RESKCNSE FUNCTICN.
00120 39* C
00123 40* IFaiESPrCJJ) .LE.G.) GO TO 30
00123 41* C
00123 42* C WAVEPD IS THE WAN WAVENU EC CF THE INTERVAL CEING EVALUATED
0L3123 43* C
00125 44* WAVENCIlfNTERetJ)
00126 45* CO 10 I=1,LIMIT
00126 46r C
00126 47* C CO3PUTE it CFTICAL PATHS CF ABSCIRING GASES
00126 48 C
00131 49* WATERS-aWATERaLIMIT) -WATERd I) )/CCTIETA)
00131 50G C
00131 51* C FCR SATELLITE ALTITLDE CCI-UTATICNS THE CFTICAL FPATH CF WATER
00131 52* C VAFCR MUST INCLUDE THE INDEX CF REFRACTICN OLAMGES
00131 53* C
00132 54 IFaSHELL) WATERS = WATERRaLIIT)-WATERI)
00134 554. WATERC= ATCENTL IMIT)-AT
CENTaI ) )/ COSTHETA)
00135 56* WATERCO= OTCENTzLIMIT)-OTCENT I ))/CCoTHETA)
003135 57* C
00135 58* C COCLrTE THE TRANSMISSIVITY FCR EACH LEVEL
00135 59* C
00136 Gr* 10 TRANSMr I) TRANStWAVEMN,WATERS,WATERC,WATERO,I)
00136 61* C
00136 62* C INITIALIZE THE UFELLING RADIATICN
00136 63* C
VQ -- 9 i: V...-XE--0
00140 65* C
00140 66* C FCR THIS INTERVAL CCHFUTE THE EXTINCTION CF A SURFACE IMAGE.
00140 67* C
00141 68* SFCBB -TRANSMI) G*DOCYcWAVEND, TEMPERI ))
00141 69* C
00141 70* C USING WATER VAPFC, CARE-&N DIOXICE AND OZCNE AS THE INDEPENCENT
00141 71* C VARIABLES INTEGRATE THE CCNTRIDUTICNS CF EACH AITRSPHERIC LAYER
00141 72* C TO THE IMAGE IN THIS INTERVAL
00141 73* C
75
00142 744 DD 20 I=2,LIHIT
.00142 75o C
0l142 76* C FINC THE CHANGE IN 1At4NSMISSICt4 CETCEN LAYERS
0 142 77* C
0I145 789 CELTRAI) =TRANSMI) -TRANSMtI-I)
0L.145 79* C
00.1145 804 C FINC THE AVERAGE TEHi~RATL.RE CF A LAYER
y0145 81* C
0 146 829 TEMCiTaTEMER ) 41TEf'ERal-1 ) /2.
0L146 839 C
0YL-146 844 C CC*HUTE THE EMISSIGCN rCH THAI LAYER
00146 65* C
00147 e6* ATDSCCCYwxAVE-N, TEi'jR)
00147 87* C
00147 88 C ,WILE IS THE SUI CF FR,:CLCTS aATMHSrHERIC INTENSITY TIMES CHANGE
00147 894 C IN ThAN-SISSICN)
00147 904 C
00150 91* W-t-LE--lELATMDC ELTRAtlI))
00151 92* 20 CCNTINLE
00151 934 C
00151 94* C INTEGRATE LU-LLING RACIATICN FCR iHIS INSTRUMENT
003151 95* C
00153 96* INTENI NTDEN+a44-ILEFCCG) :iESFC r'J)
00154 97 3.1 CCNT I NUE
00C156 98 CETECT= INTEN INTERV
00156 99* C
0015G 1 r * C EXTRACT A MATCHING CETECTCR IEHTE ERATLIE FRCH THE CALIC ATION TABLE
00156 101* C
00157 102 CALL TEKTAC CEL-ECT,C RTEEF')
00160 103+ CLT4-=T i Ekal)-CORTEMP
00160 104* C
00160 105* C CISPLAY TE-ERATUE CCRRECTICN AS A FUNCTICN CF PRECIFITA LE WATER




END CF CCKILATIN4' ND CIAGN6STICS.
76
FOR, S RAC/$:C / SL-ANT , RACHC/, ACIC./SLANT
FCR 9.L-,'B/2-1b'50 .,0)
SLROUTIN RADC:IC ENTRY FOINT .000276
STCRAGE USEC' CCCEal) 0G'306 CATAqi) t G05 ELAMNK CCstI:N,2) "i-c-.
CC4N DLCCKS'
0003 21 001464
0010 4 22 015 530
o 15 23 awOL.s5











STCRAGE ASSIGNFENT DLOCIK, TYFE, RELATIVE LCCATICN, NAME)
00130 000023 11F C 01 0l.21 125G o.11 0013,4 133G 0001 0rX142142 47G 000rJ.1 0173 30L
0003 01.cf ASCR 0103 000623 ADSRC 00,3 001320 AES:i 0935 00001 ANGLE C014 R 004704 ATCENT
Ox0 R rcl315 ATH:G CSC34 011610 CFRESS 01.4 01350 DEFALL 0li4 R -07640 DELTRA 050 R f 00001i6 CETECT
r000J R 01 .,20 DLTEF- C-.0 R Q00017 DRTEtf- )I.4 010624 E'RESS C$.14 012574 ETEF2S 30 3 01010 EXPCSi)
0003 C-3 144 EXPCN 0003 000632 EXPCNC 000.3 001154 EX-CND 0-0.4 R 002734 HEIGHT '0004 R 003720 HUIl
03.T I 00'-X.Y36 I 00'30 .42 INJF$ C R . '1 INTEN /0r33 R t9O.310 INTER 0000 R 000000 INTERV
00'J3 I C00.4 J 0315 0r1d34 LEVELS 0005 I L0T, LIMIT 0011 I 0fC.000 NXV .312 I L00000 NYV
0004 R 005G70 OTCENT CCOj34 014544 OZONE C0004 R ft 033 FPRESS '003 R 000454 RESPCN 0000 R ;0000l13 SFCED
0-035 L 60Y33 SIELL 0 -4 R '001750 TEFtFER 0000 R C.00014 TEPFCr- 0005 R LC0.7-2 THETA 0006 R t0700. TRANS
0004 R 6.5 6G54 TR4ANSM 0s4 R r.,0764 WATER C00il. R t0. 10 WATERC 0000 R 00011 WATERO 003f R 000007 WATERS
0-)0 R 03305 WAVEND 0003 0330644 WEIGHT CO30 R 011-0012 W-4LE 0 30 R 0321 X R ji'3 C0030l2 Xi-
0003 R 010.y22 Y OJ.O R C0093 YP
mfni 1, it sIrp.cPTrrr RAr-rfl
00101 2* C
00101 3* C THIS SLCRCUTINE INTEGRATES THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER FUNCTICN USING
00101 4* C THE TRAPEZOID RULE.
00101 5* C
00103 6G LCGICAL SHELL
00104 7* EXTERNAL TRANS
00105 8* REAL INTER
00106 9* REAL INTERV,INTEN
77
0.107 10o PARAMEIER SIZFTIH=5:tO
00110 11* PARAMETER SIZ5TiArlLi
¢011I1 12* CCt1tM4:/Zl/ AS,:C ,SIZTRA) , EXrCt4SIZTRA) , INTErZSIZTRA),
C0111 13* * RESr-CINtSIZTRA),ACSCCnI), EXyCtICl) I,
'0131 14* 1KIGHTIaSIZTRA) ,EXPic:-SIZTRA) ,EXFiCNoDSIZTRA),
COS11 15* AESCTOUSIZTRA)
00112 16 CC#44Y./22/ FRESS,-SIZPTH), WATERSIZiTH) , TEIERaSIZPTH)
0.1112 17* 4 HEIGHTzSIZFTII) IHUvSIPTH) , ATCENTSIZPTH)
00112 1864 OTCENTutSIZFIH) ,TRANS *LSIZi t THJ ,CELTRAlSIZPTH)
Ct 12 19* * EPRESSSIZFT H) ,CFRESS SIZTH) ,ETEIF4SXSIZPTH)I
t v.i1 2'* * CEFALULaSIZ iH) ,OZC.Z S I ZPlh)
00113 21* COAMMN/Z3/ LIMIT, ANGLE, THETA, SHELL, LEVELS
00113 224 C
00113 234 C ARITFHETIC FUNCTICNS
00113 24* C
03114 25*9 EODYV, T) =8.9349E-13* VW 3)/LEXPau2 .4354V)/T) -1.0)
03115 26* TEW-aC ,V ,)=ul .4365*V) /ALCGa-tt•uW.9346E-13%V4'c-3)/C) +1.)
0.116 27* IFnLIMIT.EQ.2) XF:=.0
0120 28* IFuLIHIT.EQ.2) YPF=l.
00120 29* C
lZ00120 3 C INTEN IS THE SUMHATICN CF FRCCUCTS aSRADIANT INTENSITY TIMES




OO122 35* C INTERV IS THE WAVE N?-ELERS INTERVAL
00122 36* C
C0123 37* INTERV=25.
00124 38* DO 30 J-1,85
00124 39* C
00124 4,* C SKIP IrTL.VALS HAVING A ZO RESPCNSE FLUCNTICN.
03124 41* C
00127 42* IFaciESPCaJ).LE.O.) GO TO 30
00127 43* C
03127 44* C WAVEND IS THE FEAN WAVENLJCER CF THE INTERVAL CEING EVALUATED
03127 45* C
00131 46* WAVEN-=INTERaJ)
00132 47* DO 10 I=I,LIMIT
00132 48 - C




00135 53* C FCR SATELLITE ALTITLUDE CC-FUTAIICNS THE CFTICAL PATH CF WATER
00135 54* C VAFCR MUST INCLLCE THE INDEX CF REFRACTICN CHANGES
00135 55* C
00136 50 IFaSHELL) WATERS = WATEiTLIMIT)-WATERmI)
C:'40 Z7* uA.TErC,-ACr^TL !! T)-ATCEHT!)1/CCStTHETA)
00141 58* WATEROCdOTCENTL IMI T) -OTCENTaI) )/CCOS&THETA)
00141. 59* C
00141 60* C CCMPUITE THE TRANSMISSIVITY FCR EACH LEVEL
00141 61* C
00142 62* 10 TRANSa I) TRANSaWAVEND,WATERS,WATEiRC, WATERO, I)
00142 63* C





00144 68* C FCRi THIS INTERVAL C.-i:UTE THE EXTINCTICN CF A SURFACE IMAGE.
l00144 69* C
M0.145 70* SFCC= TRANSl, I I CDCYaAVENI TEIERa I))
t145 -71* C
00145 7?? C USING WATER VAFCii, CARFD:t CICXICE ANt OZ NE AS THE IICEFENCEN T
CO. 145 73* C VARIACLES INTEGRATE THE CN:t4TRICELIINS CF EACH ATIHSPHERIC LAYER
00145 74* C TO THE IMAGE IN THIS INTERVAL
01145 75* C
tr1146 76. D0 20 I=2,LIMIT
00146 77* C
00146 78 C FINC TIE CHANGE IN TRANSHISSICN EETWIEN LAYERS
00146 79* C
(1151 60 CELTRA I )=RANSI -)-TRANS I - 1)
00151 at* C
y00151 82* C FIND THE AVERAGE TEI-ERA7LE CF A LAYER
00.151 83* C
001 52 84* TEW-ECR=aTE-ER%1)4TEWERa-1) )/2.
10152 85* C
00152 86s C CCW-IUTE THE EMISSIN F-,o4R THAT LAYER
00152 87* C
00153 88 ATMD - ECCYLWAVEN, T EIDFTI-)
00153 894 C
00153 9ya C UHILE IS THE SUM CF FRCCUCTS aATH6-I-HERIC INTENSITY TIIES CHANGE
00153 91* C IN TRANSMISSICN)
00153 92* C
00154 93* W LAXE-rCLE+tAT :c C .
-
i
L T R A
lI))
00155 94* 20 CONTINLE
-00155 95* C
f00155 96 C igIELtRAIE U-T CLLIr, RAIATICN FA' 1iIS II$Trt lUCT
00155 97* C
00157 98s INT1-- I NTEN+flJ CLE*SFC ) RESPCt J)




00161 10tr* 30 CCNTINLE
00163 101 DETECT=INTENINTERV
00163 102* C
00163 103* C EXTRACT A HATCHING CETECTOR TEWERATLEE FRO THE CALIERATICN TACLE
00163 104* C
00164 105*. CALL TENTAE CETECT,CRTEWf)
00165 10 d CLTEWI=TEDFERa1 )-CRTEP-
V00165 107* C
00165 108* C DISFLAY TEK-ERATULE CCRRECTICN AS A FLNCTICN OF FRECIPITABLE WATER
00165 109 C HEIGHT CF THE CCSiVATICN FLATFORH.
00165 110 C
00166 111 $RITE6,11)FRESSLIMIT) ,W\TERLLIMIT) ,HEIGHTuLIMIT) ,HU4ILIHIT),
00166 112* * TEMPERc(LIMIT) ,CLTEMT
00176 113* X=CLTEIP
r01177 114* Y=HEIGHTdLIMIT)





END OF COHPILATION' NC DIAGNOSTICS.
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FCR,S TRANS/SLAN ITRANS.TRANS/SLANI I
FCR 94L-08/2-18'Si L;Os)
FUNClIoN TRANS ENTRY FOINT L~.'66
STCRAGE USEC' CCCE4I) rYOIS10 CAAu ) £.1093 BLANK( OCct4:t+2) .0.li
CCOM N CLCCKS'
0 C13 21 C 1464
C030-4 Z2 032570'





STCRAGE ASSIGMIENT ALCOCK TYPFE, RELATIVE LCCATIOC, NAME)
0001 .33447 ICcL 0r..1 0/345 10L Ji0 rJ00266 12tiL 031 005400 176G 0,01 000353 2150L
M31 000146 55L Lrr cc$233 tvCL E'0f R 3 37 A 0003 fR (C0CO1 ASSC 053 fR 000620 ADSfTC
D00J3 R 031320 ASSCRO J4 tR -764 AICENT CO.tt R / 010 6. R EA.j f 1 l3 EETA C~r R l 00011 C
0004 R -01750 CFRESS r193 R 00-12 D CY4 R £0..22G0 CEFALL Ci4 R 001440 CELTRA -04 fR .t I 014 EPRESS
0 O4 k 002114 ELtr-S5 tC .3 R 31li01 E)-:G-O 23 Z F r'1.-:4 R-- 93  .0C32 Z CYC '"33 R '-1 ' X--I
C14 R 3,5454 t-CIGHT rC.4 f 01.;2,i H.r4 CJC- I CO 1 I .R-. I 9-0203 ICEx 101  21IS2 INjIF
00j0 C0356 INJFS 7.-03 R 9C23310 INTER 9J1,/ I 0.0317 J ROj43 R r09..02 CE 004 R ,001130 OTCENT
0C04 R £9M2424 OZC E j- R rJ0C.:0j5 FRATIC 913 i R C.0.4 FRATIO 0J34 R C0CC,1 PRESS '0 3 R , O0454 RESPCt
0314 R CM01310 TEW-ER r3j30 R r,/O TRANS 0XZ.9.- R G1 ,6 TRANSC 00.34 R 0. 1274 TRANSM ,I R t9 00471 TRANSO
0000 R 9..0315 T-RANS) C-t00- R C 14 TRANSR .0.30 R £03016 TRASUM 9C0 R 00'10.3 TRATIO 9.A4 R j3144 WATER
0r30 R CCC321 EIGH 00.3 R N,64 EIGHT
00101 1* FUNCTICN TRANSF ,W,C ,W-),LEVEL)
00101 2* C
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTICN CCtILFITES THE PERCENT TRANSMISSICN THRC~UH WATER VAPCR
00101 4* C IN THE MAI'ER SUGGESTED BY CAVIS AWN VIEZEE FC1R THE AVE NU-EER RANGE
00101 5* C 25 TO 2150 1/CM. IT IS SLT-FLEMENTED BY MSKALENKO TRANSMISSICN
00101 6* C FLNCTICNS FCR OZCfE
00101 7* C
nmir,% At RPAl INTER
00104 9* PARACMTER SIZFTH=IC0
00.105 10* FARAMETER SIZTRA=IgO
00106 11* COCfN/Z1/ ABS RaSIZTRA) , EXPCNHrSIZTRA) , INTERaSIZIKA)
00106 12* * RESFPCNSIZTRA) ASDSRC<lO) , EXFCNC, lD),
00106 13* * -IGHTdSIZTRA) ,EXFt-SIZTRA) ,EXPOt4uSIZTRA) ,
00106 14* * ABSCROSIZTRA)
00107 15* CCa*DN/Z2/ FRESSdSIZFTH), WATERdSIZPTH) , TEMPERSIZFTH),
00107 16* " HEIGHTaSI7FTH),HUS5IZPTH), ATCENTdSIZFTH),
00107 17* * OTCENTtSIZPTH) TRANSMdSIZPTH) ,CELTRAaSIZFTH),
80
0010.7 16* * EPRESSoSIZFIH) ,CFESS-sIZPIH) ,EIEFWSSIZFTH)I
'.107 190 * CEFALAtSIZPTH) ,OZI E:SIZPFTH)
00 110 2 T. RANS=1.
01",1 21* IFtW.LE.0.) GO TO 2150
0.1111 22 C
0'1111 23* C USE WAVENUFCER 10 CCMPUTE AN IMEX
(1I11 244 C
CO113 25* I=aF-12.5)/25.
00114 26* CNE= 1.
c0k114 27* C
00114 28* C CCOJUTE PRESSURE Art TE' ERATUEE FATIC6 AT THESE STAh ARD VALUES
0(114 294 C
00.115 3* TRATIO= 1.
C00116 31* FRATICO1.
o1117 32* PRATIC=l.
00120 33* IFaLEVEL.EQ.1) G3 TO 100
00122 34* TRAT IC=ET EPS-LEVEL) +ETEW StLEVEL- 1) )/546.32
0123 35* FRAT Ic=aEFRESSnLEVEL) +EF RESSLEVEL - 1) /2026.4
00124 36* PRAT IC=CF RE SStEVEL) *CFRESStLEVEL- 1) /20.26.4
01125 37* 1c00 CCNT IJE
001126 36* IFtI .GE.32) GO TO 8t.00
G0130 39* TRANSC=I.
00131 40* IFaI.LT.22) GO TO 550
00131 41* C
0G131 42* C COW-UTE TRANSHISSICN DCE TO CARDN DIOXICE
00131 43* C
00133 448 A=.4-.15)*ALCOGC 0-RATIC)-1.6
0313-4 45* B-A-SCCI-21) C l.87aFRATIC .8))) )4RATIC64A
(10135 46* C=TRATICOtIEXrCu-Cal-21)
c0r136 47* D-a.4):tPRATIC'.. 8))
03137 48 TRANSC=EXa-dcDat.*C+-CE) *-. 5)-CC)))
00137 49* C
00137 50r C SEARCH ANC INCLLCE OZCEt TRANSMISSICN FOR THIS INTERVAL
0L3137 51* C
00140 52* TRANSC=TRANSC*TRANSO I)
0140 53* C
00140 54* C CC-VUTE TRANSMISSICN CUE TO WATER VAF-R
6140 55* C
00141 564 550 CCNTINUE
00142 57* BETA=.76+a.58+a.48*FPRATIO-2)) )14.5
00143 56* A=ASCORa I 4) 1TRA T I O=E XPt I ))
00144 59* B= 1 .+L3.17 4*E TAaF RATICO,, -1 .1))4A)
00145 60* C= BETAF R A T I O=--.1 ))*A
01146 61* TRANSR=EX)t-C*t D-0 4 -. 5)))
00146 62* C
00146 63* C MULTIFLY THE CARN-DIOXICE AND WATER VAFCR TRANSMISSItNS
00146 64* C
00147 65* TRANS=TRANSR*TRANSC
00150 66 GO TO 2150
5 CPt I ATE VA-Cr cw:nc.
001510 69* C
0o151 70* o00 CCNTINUE
00152 71* IFI .GE.48) GO TO 1201
00154 72* TRANS=EXPa-A SRa I) * FRATIO) -*CXFPCN I))
00154 73* C
00154 74* C SEARCH AND INCLLEE OZONE TRANSMISSION FCOR THIS INTERVAL
81
00453 315* D0 311 J 1,84
0045 6 316* IFUICT =fRESFrt44lJ)*41G..)+48
.0457 3174 JFUNCT taRECSC t4+1)100.)+48
0046'. 31l 311 CALL LINEV92:*+J,IFLNCT ,921*J,JFUNCT)
00462 319'- Y=0.
00463 32t0 DO 312 J-=1.
00.1466 321* Y Y+1 '000.
100467 322 X=11 .
00470 3234 XP=-2.
00471 324* 312 CALL LIVnNXVtXP),NYVuY),NXVaX),NYVY))
U00473 3254 HEACER-3)=" "
L0474 326 ENCCCEt24,HEACER) ANGLE
0 477 327* CALL FRINtTValc,HACER,70t3,64)
00500 3284 H-EACLF,33)=" "
005l1 3294 ENCCCEc25,HEACER) TErERrl)
00504 3304 CALL FRINTVal,HCACiR,7 33,60)
00505 3314 HFEADERa 1)=TEW C"
00506 3324 HEACERd2)='CjCRECT"
00507 3334 FEACER c3)="ICN C"
00510 3344 CALL F6INTVtt1,tHEACER,5t#i,80)
00511 3354 HEALCRal)="ALTITU"
00512 33G HEADET,2) ="CE"
00513 337 PECADCR(3)="FEET"
00514 3384 CALL A-FRNVail,-14,18,HEACER .C,900)
00515 3394 CADERaI)=SLTJFAC"
00516 3404 W-ACEIC-2) ="E"
00517 3414 CALL FR;NrVr 7, iAcR,60,110)
00520 3-424 -EAorl)="I'1O 
-
00521 343 CALL FRINTVd5,HE-ACER,70,252)
00522 3444 HFACERa ) "L.'."
00523 345* CALL PINTVa5,H-EACE'R,7 ,393)
0-524 346* )EA DEal)="3 "
00525 347* CALL FRINTVa5,HEA ER,?7,535)
00526 346+ HEAC1DEal) ="4'- 3J*
00527 3494 CALL FRINTVa5,-HEACER,7 3,67-)
0 0530 350 HEACEKelI)="5005t"
'
00531 351* CALL FrINTVa5,HCAER,70,81))
00532 3524 HEACDER l)="60C0"
00533 353t. CALL FRINTVa5 ,HEACERi.71,950)
00534 3544 CALL CHSIZVa3,5)
00535 3554 CALL RITE2Val',1l0CF, ,g100,90,1,60,1,SSAG,




00540 3584 CALL CFATHS
00541 3594 LIMITI
00542 3G00i DO 20 J= ,LI
00545 3614 LIHIT=LIMIT+I
L-1546 bYt COLL C i AC6*0
Nor 'r 7n fr $T T IF
00551 '.a., GO TO 100
00551 3GS05 C
00551 36(4 C IFUT RESPCNSE FLUNCTICS AS PERCENTAGES AT MICPOINTS CF EACH
00551 367+ C INTERVAL
00551 368 4 C
00552 3699 200 CCt-TINLE
00553 3704 LEACERal)=HEAC1





001556 373* W ITEu6,19)
005601 374* 0D 30 Il1,85
o.0.563 375* 31 RESFI:lN)=0.
Y.5SG5 376* DO 40 1-1 LIMIT
.1570 377? REACS5,15) INTERV,FUNCTI
Y. 0574 378* WRITEa6,16) INTERV,FUNCTI
0.i-GUO 379 J=alINIERV-12.5)/25.
00601 300* 40 RESKFN tJ) = F LNCI
00603 3813 CO TO 100
C~i6.3 382* C
C'0603 383* C IN-IUT THE TE- ERATLIEE RANGE CF THE ELACK-DCY INTENSITY/
0603 3t64* C TE IERATLIE SCALE IN CENTIGACE
D.s)3 385a C
D0604 386 4 00 READ't5 15) TRANGE
00607 387* ',RITEa6.18)
00611 388* l.RITEa6,16) TRANCE
5614 389* GO TO 100
00615 390* 501 CCNT1&E
0(1616 391* CALL PLTNDO)
00617 392* CALL PLTERM
.00620 393* STCF
00620 394* C
0.620 395* C INFUT DISPLAY LACELS
C0062 396 C
00621 397* 6001 READ5,26)a*ESSAGIl),1=1,10)
00627 398 GO TO 10I
lw.60 399* 800 CCTINLE
0630 40(1 C
00630 401* C READC EFALT PRCFILES ANC INTF C.-.TATE MISSTI. rATA
00630 402* C
00631 4103* IFSTEPSZ.GT.0) CALL STEPER NEW
00633 404* ARITEa6,35) NEW
00635 405* REAtD5,33,Ei= C100) FRESSF,0ZEF,, TEWFRE,HUHICF
006.43 406* WRITEa6,33) PRESSPF.OZ,tlE, TEIFRE, HLIICP
00651 407* 00 820 J-2,LIMIT
00654 408C REACD5,33,EF- 100l) FRESCR ,CClES, TE-CR, ,HUI
0C62 409* VRITEa6,33) FRESLfR,QZt4 S,T1E-OR,H IC
00662 410 C
00662 411* C SCAN REOLESTEO LEVELS FCR DEFALLT FRESSLRE WINXW
00662 412* C
00670 413* Do 810 I=2,LEVELS
00673 414* IFaRESSaI) .LT.PFRESSP.ANC.FRESSdI).GE.FRESLR) GO TO 815
00675 4154 GO TO 810
00676 416* 815 CINTINLE
00676 417* C
00676 418* C INTERPCLATE MISSING TE'ERATLRE
00676 419* C
00677 420 IFaTER) .GT.'.) ESL TPRE TE
00C77 422t C
00677 423* C INTERFCLATE MISSING SFECIFIC HLUNICITY
00677 424* C
00701 425* IFFLDa3,1,CEFAULI)) .EQ.1) HUaI) =TERFFRESSP,FRES, HUmI DP,HUHID
00701 4264 * ,PRESSdcI))
00701 427* C
00701 428* C INTERP LATE MISSING OZCWC
83
30701 429* C
t0703 43.* IFaFLCt2,1 ,CEFAUL I) ) .E.1) OZCE l ) =TERF-FRESSPFRESUROZC:EFP
003703 431 * OZ CESFPRESS l))
o.705 432* 810 CCNI NLUE
00705 453 C
C0'T705 434* C FETCH NEXT LEVEL CEFAULT FARAMETERS
A007.15 435* C
007r. 7 436* FRESSCPFRESUR
00710 437* OZCNEF : Z:NE S
00711 438* TEP-RE=IEMi'.R
00712 439 HUMICF=HLMIC
.0713 44C* 820 CCNT I NtE
C 0715 441* GO TO 100
00715 442* C
00715 443* C INPUT TRACE GAS TRANSMISSION FUNCTICNS E,AE
0.1715 444* C
00715 445* C WEIGHT TRUNCATED TO AN INTEGER IS AN ICEX TO THE WAVENU EER
00715 446 C INTERVAL FCR W-41ICH THIS ANALYTIC FLIC TICN APFLYS
00715 447* C
00715 448* C WEIGHT FRACTICN IS THE GEC-ETRIC MEAN lEIGHTING H-CIFIED DY THE
100715 449* C FLANCKIAN FLNCTICN FCR THE WAVE-NIEER INIERVAL FRACTICN
00715 4501 C CF THIS AN"LYTIC Fr~tCTICN
00715 451* C
00715 452* C ASrEO = A THESE ARE PARAMETERS AFFEARING IN ANALYTIC
00715 453* C EXFCMo = 8 FUNCTICNS CF T)E FCRHM AwATMKS-CENT :) EFP",C)
00715 454* C EXF-IN = C FCR THE INTERVAL ANC .EICTING DESCRICED ADDNE
00715 455* C
00716 456* 1100 CCNTINUE
00717 457* WRITEd6,31) HEADI.EAD2,EAC3
00724 45a* DO 1110 1=1,LIMIT
001727 459* IFal.GT.10C) GO TO 100.
00731 4C61 REACaS,28,ENC=10) VEIGHTI), ASCR ) ,Exctl) ,ExCNlI)
00737 461* II- EIGHT*I)
003740 4G62* IGH EIGHTal)-II
00741 463* BEGIW NINTERaIll)-12.5
00742 464* FINIS=INTERaIl)+12.5
00743 4656 IAITEazG,29) EEGIN,FINIS,AES-CROtu1) ,EXPtC.l) ,EXw2OtlI) ,WEIGH
00753 466* 1110 CCNT I N.E
00755 4674 GO TO 100J
00756 46k* FUNCTICN SPHEREc-t,L)
00756 469* C
00756 470* C THIS IS A CCNDITICL4AL FLtNCTICN UHICH ICDIFIES TIE FRECIFITABLE
00756 471* C WATER AT SATELLITE ALTITLES FOR THE SPHERICAL SHAFE CF THE
00756 472* C EARTH
00756 473* C
00761 474* SfHERE=1.
00762 475* IFt.NOT.SHELL) RETUEN




00764 481* C N3 CCtTPUTATICNS ARE MACE W EN THE FIELD OF VIEW IS ADOVE THE
00764 482* C IHRIZON
00764 483* C
00765 484* IFaTHETA.GT.ASINcTEST)) RETLRN1
00765 485* C
84
001765 486* C HIGH IS THE AVERAGE HEIGHT CF THE WATER VAFPO LAYER
0.375 487* C
C$.767 480* HIGH= HEIGHT~L)4HEIGITOL-1))/2.
400767 ':89* C
00767 490* C ADO THE AVERAGE HEIGHT CF THE LAYER TO THE RACIUS CF THE EARTH
00767 4919 C
.00 7 492* FART 1 =HIGt* 208t8696.
oi770 493* C
00770 494* C AULTIFLY DY TilC AN INCEX CF REFRACTICON AT TIC AVERAGE HEIGHT
00770' 495* C CF THIS LAYER
U..770 4964 C
00771 497* PART2=FART1 ,LREFRAXL)+REFRAXL-1) )/2.
0'.771 496* C
l00771 4994 C 9UIJTIFLY BY THE ICEX CF REFRACTICN AT THE HEIGHT CF TiE SENSCIR
E?.771 5CO4* C AND BY THE SIE CF THE ANGLE CF CESERVAIION
01771 501* C
Cl.772 502* PART3:=FART14 EFRAx') .SITATHETA)
00773 503* PART4 =,SQRTu*F AR T2*-ART2) -~ PT37PART3))
00773 5044 C
00773 505 C CCW4UTE THE ICAN FL*NCTICN ASSUING THE CESERVING SENSOR IS JUST




00776 5104 SLURCUTINE CISPLY
00776 511* C
00776 512* C THIS SLUE JTINE DISPLAYS nCE MHIFIED CATA BASE
00776 513* C
01001 514* ,RITEaz611)
O01003 515* 00 10 I-1,LEVELS
0100.6 516* 10 tITEG,12) FRElSS WI),MIl),TEW-ERal) ,OZ,:t MI)
01015 517* 11 FC MATFRESS SPECIFIC TEP- OZI',",/,
01015 518* * * HULICITY SC CING",/,
01015 519* * * G/KGM K GM/IWCG")
01016 520* 12 FORMAThIX,F7.11IX,E10.5,2X,F6.2,1X,E10.5)
01017 521* LIMIT=LEVLS
01020 522* RETLRN
01021 523* FUCTION TERFaX1,X2,Y1,Y2,X)
01021 524,. C
01021 .525* C THIS FLNCTICN FERFOCHS LAGRANGIAN INTERPCLATION
01021 52G* C
01024 527* SLCFEA=aX-X2)/aXI-X2)
01025 528* SLCFE=aX-Xl) /aX2-X1)
01026 529* TERP=SLCFEA *Y I+SLCFE*Y2
01027 5304 RETURN
01030 531* SLC E TINE CPATHS
01030 532* C
C;-3 33 C 'i LtVITI.. C.Cr .-LLS "'GLE CrENtcENT ,C-TICAL FATHS
01onrl KAA r
01033 535* lJ- F=n.
01034 536* T*LE=D.
01035 537* 00 10 I=2,LIMIT
01040 538* OTCENTal) =OTCNT -1) +PRESs4I-1) -PRESSI) ):dOZCNEal) +ZII-1))
02040 539* * 237.968
01041 540* WATERaI) :WATERa-l1) HLHi-I* ) SFHEREa$10, I) *FRESSal-1)-RESSI)))/
01041 541* * 980.
01042 542* PRESUR=-FRCSSI)4FRESSI-1 )1/2.
85
01043 543* TEMPR=a'TEMER8t)* TEMPtR l-1))/2.
01044 544* IFal.GT.I)
01044 545* *HE I GHT l) =HE I CIGHTI -1) *+29.34TE-,RALCFRESS 1-1)/FAPRESS al))
01044 546* *l .* .r.161HU4tI) )*3.2808
01046 547* ATCENTa ) =-PRESSt1) 
-FRESS I) )*.2G1
01047 548* E .:LE=EdJ tE+ ATERt )--\lTERI-1)) 
-MPRESLIR
01050 549* TWJ LE=TJW*:LEuWATERu-wA ) -TER-1) ) TEMPr
01051 551 CFRESS t) =FlPRESS1) *FkESS1) )/2.
011052 551* EFRESS tt) =EW4:LE/,ATER I)
01053 552* EEM'&tSl I) =TtLE/WATERAlI)
01054 5533 1G CCNTINLE
010156 554* RETLEN
01057 555* SLBRCUTINE STEFER
01057 556* C
01057 557* C THIS SLARCUTINE EXPANDS CR CC'TRACTS THE DATA TO THE IEECED STEP SIZE
01057 558* C
01062 559* J=1
01063 560* LODINT=MI )PRESS1) /STEPSZ,51ZPTH)
01063 561* C
01063 562* C TEST FCR END CF AVAILAELE DATA
01063 563* C
01064 564* 5 IF4J.GT.LCCINT) RETLR N
01064 565* C





01071 571* TE R=TEFtER J"1)
01072 572* C2ONEP=OfC EtaJ)
01073 573* COTES:Z.iOcJJ1)
01074 574* IMIHtCP=HAttJ)
01075 575* HUMI-=*C- J+1)
01075 576* C
01075 577* C SET WANTED DATA
01075 578* C
01076 579* PREWAN=FRESSnI -STEPSZ*J
01076 58 C
01076 5812- C IS WANTED DATA WITHIN AVAILABLE DATA WINFO
01076 5828 C
01077 583* IFaPRE%,AN.LT.FPRESSP.AND.REWAN.GE.RESR) GO TO 10
01101 584* GO TO 40
01102 585* 10 CCNTINUE:
01102 586* C
01102 587* C 40 HMANY LEVELS CF WANTED DATA ARE WITHIN WIND tO
01102 588* C
01103 589* LDCCSIZ= RESSP-FRESLR)/STEPSZ
01103 590* C
CIC= 591* C tAKE SPACE IN AVAILACLE DATA FOCR WANTZ CATA
01103 59?* C
01104 593* DO 20 K=LEVELS.J,-1
01107 594* PRESSnK+LE0SIZ)=FRESS1)
01110 595* TEM-ERa(KLCCSIZ) =TE7ERK)
01111 596* OZCNCaK+LOCSIZ) :OZNEdK)




01114 6&i C LOAC CATA OVER WANTEC INTERVAL
01114 6!1* C
01115 6024. DO 30l K.1,LCCSIZ
011201 63* J: J 1
01121 64* TEPERuJ) =TERFdr-RESS' IFRESLt,1E-'RE,TE-FCMFREWAN)
01122 6.; 5 1 OZCtLjEJ) I EEFarESSP , ES, E ,C'OZ,:tEF ,rt - S, F EWAN)
01123 601 HLSCtJ) =ERfuFRESSr FRESLIHULiICF, DIUHDFtK YN)
01124 607U F RESS, J) :F RE\6AN
01125 6'.8 FREWAN-RE WAN-SITESZ
01126 6 94- CEFAUt.LJ)=CEFAULaJ-1)
01127 61 .4 30 CCNTI ttE
01127 611* C
01127 6124 C RESET EBTTOH LEVEL CF AVAILADLE CATA
01127 613* C
01131 614 GcO TO 5
01132 6150 40 CCNTIN IE
01132 616* C
01132 617* C CESTRoY TCP LEVEL CF AVAILAELE CATA
01132 618* C




01137 621* TDEERe'K+1) =TEFER*K+2)
01140 622*4 OZoaK+ 1) =OZ:E-K+2)
01141 6234 HLMI )=1)HIUZK+2)
01142 6,24 CEVAUL.I+1) =CEFAULLa *2)
01143 6254 50 CONTINLE
01145 62G4 LEVELS=LEVELS-1
01146 62?* GO TO 5
01147 628* EP






OL1156 77* Go To 2150.
00156 76* C
001156 79* C CCW-UTE TRANSMI SSICt4 MI To UATER VAPORt.
00156 60* C
00157 ass 1200 CC4T I NUE
0016 I 6O 2* BETA1.18+ a1.3t%+.48*PRATIOO62))**.S
00161 83* A6#RI4
00162 64* IS:8ETA*.PRA IO*4-. 15))*
00163 65* Czal .+4L4 .940TA4tPRAT 10 f-l . 15) ) *A) ) ** 5)
001I64 66* TRAHSEXPa-4s*cI)
00164 67* C
00164 98* C SEARCH AND INCLUDE OZONE TRANSMISSION FOR THIS INTERVAL
00164 $9* C
00165 90* IF.&I .C..7&'I TRANS=TRANS*TRANS.M&I)
00167 91* 2150 RETURN
DO17 92.* FUNCTIO4 TRANSOI)
00173 93* TRASU40-.
00174 94* TRAN01.
00175 95* Do 10 J1-.100
00200. 96* ICxlEG~J
0020 g7* C
00200o 984 C USE DATA WI THIN TH-E CURET WAVEM*CER INTERVAL
oai~y 90" c
00e01 100 W&Ix..I) Go TO to
0003 101* %.I~eEIGHTaj)-INCCX
00203 1ce* C-NUSGTRC
00203 iris* C CC4tUTE MC6KALENK0 TRANSMISSICN FU'JCTlONS FOR OZC1 Z, RC
00203 104* C "As CCEFICILNTS
00203 105* C
00204 106* BAI.C~ojI 46uW CXO4 i )) 9PRATIleCXFcD4 laJ)
00204 107* C
00204 106* C AppLy pLAwIAN l.EIGHI-rNG FUNCTICKS To T11E TRANSi4ISSICN VALUES
00204 109* C
00 11a* TRAsU4-TRASU44EXFa-BI 41E1G44




ED OF CCeILATICN' NO DIAGOTICS.
88
FTRS TRANS/SLANT, IRANS, IRANS/SLANT
rCi 94L 4./2-It'50 s,)
FUINCTICN TRANS ENTRY OINT 0003~C









STORAGE ASSIGe*CNT aELOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LCCATION, NMAE)
0001 000447 IOL 0001 10-r.45 100L 0l001 00.266 120. .0001 010.400 176G OY1 0.00353 215GL
Ol R 000146 55lE 00301 0.0233 RA0L 0000. R l00X7 A 0003 R O.CX 0 ARESR Cr.3 R 0001'620 ACESoR
0003 R 0013205 ABSCO .0004 R 00474 ATENT CAJ R C"X-.i10 I. .Y3 R .- 013 CETA 001. R X 7115 C
0004 R 011610 CPRESS 0000 R t00'12 0 000C R 013560 EFALL 001-4 R 007640 CELTRA Tf04 R 010624 EPRES!
00X14 R 012574 ETElFS 0003 R 00.1010 XIIP 10.13 R (1.i4A EXPCN 0003 R (WC612 EcrI 003 r. ccs !
0004 R 002734 HEICMT (104 R 003720 i ,13M- I HLM cr I 000000 I Yzs20 INCEx 0000 CrCAS? INIFS
0LX00 000056 INJFS 003 R 000310 INTER 0000 I 000017 J 0000 R Q1.132 CNE U04 R t005670 OTCENI
00104 R 014544 OCZE Ci00 R OO.105 PRATIC RE R 01004 FRATIO 0004 R C000 PRESS 0003 R .-0454 RESPO
000L4 R 001750 TEW-ER CO0 R X-.000S TRANS 0.0 R 00106 TRANSC C0.04 R 006654 TRANSM 0001 R 000471 TRANS.
0000 R 001C15 TRAN5O 13.10 R Co.014 TRANSR 0000 R .1 Y 16 TRASIM 0000 R 00.03 TRATIO 93G4 R 000764 WATER
0000 R 000021 LEIGH 0003 fR 044 %EIGHT
00101 1* FL'NTICN TRANSAF.W,UC,5W)LEVEL)
00101 2* C
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTICN CCPUTES TVE FERCENT TRANSMISSICN TH-iXH WATER VAPOR
00101 4* C IN THE MANNER SUGGESTEC CY DAVIS AND VIEZEE FCR THE WAVE NMCJER RANGE
00101 5* C 25 TO 2150 1/CM. IT IS SLFFLEMENTED BY MPSCALEKO TRANSMISSICN
00101 6* C FL CTICNS FCR OZCNE
00101 7* C
00103 8* REAL INTER
003104 91 FARAETR SIIZPTt-50Gr
00106- 11* C:s..,:/Z/ AZZ.-ZIZTl.': , -CL':- .--.A" I'TN :.IZTA),
00106 12* * RESCNJSIZTRA) ,ABSClRC10), EXPFCCtCl0),
00106 13* * KIGHTaSIZTRA) ,EXFr-OuSIZTRA) EXPCtbiSIZTRA),
00106 14* * ABSCROtSIZTRA)
00107 15* COCMN/Z2/ rRESSSIZPTH), WATERiSIZPTH), TEWPERtSIZPTH),
00107 16* * HEIGHTaSIZPTH) ,HLR* SIZFTH), ATCENTtSIZPTH),
00107 17* * OTCENT'SIZPTH) ,TRANS SSIZPTH) ,CELTRAdSIZPTH),
89
00107 1to EPRESSiSIZFIH) ,CFrESSSIZFTH) ,ETEHPSrtSIZTH),
S007 19* * CEFALLaSIZFTH) ,oZ-jEIrSIZPTH)
00110 2* 1TRANS=1.
00111 21* IFaW.LE.El.) GO TO 2150
00 11 22* C










0.1120 33* IFaLEVrL.EQ.1) GO TO 100
00122 34* TRAT IOLETEFSiLEVLL) +ETOFSaL.EVEL-1) ) /546.32
00123 35* FRAT IOCLrERESS,'LEVEL) +EPRESS, LEVtL-1) ) /2026.4
00124 36* PRAT IC=C-FRESStLEVEL) +CFRESSLEVEL-1) ) /2026.4
00125 37* 100 CCT INIE
00126 38* IFtI.C.E.32) GO TO 80'
00130 39* TRANSC=I.
00131 4J* IFtal.LT.22) GO TO 550
00131 41* C
00131 42* C CCFUTLYE TRANSMISSIN CULE TO CARD N CIOXICE
00131 43* C
00133 44* A=.4- t.15)*ALOG10-.RATIC)-1.G
00134 45* BI-A CcI l-21) g w a. 87+cFRATIC# . .$)))4.FRATIC".A
001135 46. C=TRATIO tEXPCNC I-21)
00136 47* .ma.4)rtPRATI1Cd3.8))
00137 48* TRANSC=EXPa-c Di,'EAC COE) =:- .5) -C) ) )
00137 49* C
00137 50 C SEARCH AIM INCLUDE OZ-C4E TRANSMISSICON FOR THIS INTERVAL
00137 51* C
00140 529 TRANSC=TRANSC*TRANSr I)
00J140 53* C
00140 54* C COCLPUTE TRANSISSIO. CLE TO ATER VAr-R
00140 55* C
00141 56-. 550 CO4TINLE
00142 57* BETA=.76+a. 58+4a.48*iTRAT IC#2)))1.5
00143 58* A=ASRSCdal) : ,TRATI: =.:CXFCN'I))
00144 59* 18- .* 3. 174EETA1iRATIC---t-1.1)) A)
00145 60* C=rETA tRATIO:-)-.1 )*A
00146 61* TRANSR=EXPa-C 4, - .5)))
00146 62* C
00146 63* C MULTIPLY THE CARCON-IOXICE ANC WATER VAFCR TRANSMISSIONS
00146 64* C
00147 65* TRANS=TRANSR*TRANSC
0I.~5! fC!* CO TO 2150
fnnyIn f C C'Pl-TE TRAtSM!SS! !C.I T - '-'T* VA.-a "W='106r.
00150 69* C
00151 70* 800 CCONTINLE
00152 71* IFl.GE.48) GO TO 1200
00154 72* TR'.NS=EXPa- A Sr al):.w RATIO)*,EX C I ))
00154 73 C
00154 74* C SEARCH AND INCLUDE OZCE TRANSMISSION FOR THIS INTERVAL
90
0-.154 75* C
00155 76* TRANSrIR ANS0 R ANS01 I)
CO'.15 6 77* GO TO 2159
00.156 7ek* C
Vo.015 6 79* C CclfUTE IRANSMISSIC:N CUE TO WATER VAF<Cf.
U. 15 6 s!:* C
GO'.15 7 81* 120'ol c"I tJLC
00-1161. 82* ECA=l.l+ 13,4FAIZ)~.
1.16 1 6* A MC* )
Co12 134 * 13DT4- T 5 ) *A
CO."163 85* C~u I . +a4 *9! T A4, RAT lrK'tI- 1 .15) ) *A) ) 6**L- .5)
00)164 06 1* TRAt4S EXra*-'.C))
CO. 164 87* C
00 164 "* C SEARiCH ANC INCLLrE C-f'E TRAt4SMISSI-ti FCfR THIS INTERiVAL
V) 164 *l9* C
tV0-16 5 V-4' Ial .GE.78) TRANS= TRANS*TRAN&U1t )
00 167 91* 2150 RETURN
00.1170c' 92* FUJJCTICtI 7RANSD4t)
WTi3 93* Trusum4'3.
00174 94* TRANS'=1.
0M175 95* Do 10. J=I1,Y
G02!X)Y 96* 1NCEX=%ZIGHT-lJ)
L.-,:. 97* C
00201 9tl* C USOE CATA WITHIN THE CUfl.iElI -XVENUCri INTRVAL
aCID0-30 9* C
050 1 101* IruiNCEX.WE.I) GO TO 1n
00J21,3 101l* ItzEI4aJ-IlX
0021-a 102* C
002013 10,3* C Ct*VIJT ?.6ALE?,Ko TRiAN9411SSIOtJ FUNCTICNS FCR (CZC1E USING TRACE
tc"215 It"'! C GAS CCrjrTICIFNTS
00203 105* C
M020.4 106*BA )*D1CFl7J) iA C~E<NJ)
0020:.'4 107* C
00920.4 104* C APP~LY r-LAJ'1iAN %EIGMING, FIJJCTICNS TO THE TRANSISICN~ VALUES
CK120.4 109* C
0021-5 110--) TRASU-T-TRASU4+EX',t-B) 94.Z IGH
002106 111* 10r CACNT I Nt
00210E 112* I F*tTRA SLH. GT .0f. ) TK- ANS~r TRAS14
00212 1131. FCTLERN
00213 114* ENE
ED CFc CCO4-ILATICN' NO DIAGN6:)TICS.
91
FC,.S CCCF/ SLANT, CCCF,[CCC / SL ANT
FC 94L-G4/20-18 50 <0,0)
BLOCK DATA
STCAGE USEC' CCCELt) 0010007 CATA'tO) 0000'2 ELANK Ct*4:t I 2) -i00
CCtN CLCCKS'
00.3 ZI 001464
STCRAGE ASSIGNIENT aELOC K, TYFE, REL.ATIVE LOCATICN, NAIE)
0(13 R A0C'.0 ESCr C103 R 0GT20i ACS.iC 0d63 001320 ACSm.') 0003 001010 EXPOD 00'63 R 0.1144 EXFCR
-003 R C0C632 ExF:NC cx.03 0~'1154 ExF-') .'. I .'1.'.0 I (0-j3 R (l0101310 INTER I 1 J
0CE.3 R 0.i454 RESFIO 0003 000644 lEIGHT
00101 1* BLCCK CATA
00102 2 REAL INTER
00103 3* PARAF-TER SIZTRA=100
00104 4* CCH4W/Z1/ ACSRla.SIZT-FA), EXYF - SIZIRA) . INTERiaSIZTRA),
00104 54 * RESf*-SIZTA) ,AES,CAiClO), EXtNCtCul ),
00104 6* * .EIGHTaSIZ'RA) ,EXFI)SSIZTRA) ,ExFN:NaSIZRA),
00104 7* * ABSCf-tSIZTFA)
00104 8* C
00104 94 C FARAPTtES AFFEARING IN ANALYTIC EXFRESSICWNS CF TRANSMISSION
00104 104 C THWCLXGH WATER VAFiA IN 71t WAK Vt N-ER RANGE 25 TO 551l 1/CM.
00104 114 C
01s05 12* CATAA lSrdIa),EXF l) ,I=1,21)/
00105 134 1 670., O., 1359., G.,
00105 144 2 2450., 0., 25J., O.,
00105 15* 3 2550., 0., 2100., G.,
00105 164 4 1250., O., 1050., O.,
00105 174 5 955., .45, 710., 1.15,
00105 16* 6 410., 1.65, 290., 1.95,
00105 19* 7 265., 2.6, 140., 3.,
00105 20*. 8 53.5, 2.45, 37.5. 2.55,
00105 21* 9 30.5, 2.75, 20.5, 1.55,
00105 224 1 11., 1.85, 6.05, 2.3,
00105 23* 2 3.7, 1.55/
00105 24* C
00105 25* C PARAFICERS APFEARING IN ANALYTIC EXPRESSI'2jS CF TRANSMISSIN
00105 26* C THRCUGH CARD- CIOXICE AND WATER VAriR IN THE WAVE NL*BER RANGE
000 7* C SS TO ;;S iT
an-; PA. C
00110 29* CATAABSOR l) ,EXFCNrl) ,122,
3 1)/
00110 304 1 2.8, 1.35, 2.1, .6,
00110 314 2 1.55, .0, 1.1, .0,
00110 324 3 .82, .0, .615, .0,
0(110 334 4 .47, .0, .37, .0,
00110 344 5 .29, .0, .23, .0/
00113 354 DATAaABSCICdl),EXFCNCl,1)1,13)/
92
00113 36* 1 .'0.145, 4.7, .0385, 4.1,
05113 37* 1 . I , 3.1. 1.7, 2.2.
00113 38* 1 6.95, 0., 4.8, I.,
C113 394 1 .53, 3.0, .115, 3.6,
00113 40 1 .0105, 4.1, .00096, 4.7/
00113 41* C
00113 42* C PARAMETERS AFFEARING ItN ANALYTIC EXFRESSICtUS CF TRANSMISSICN
00113 43* C TH RCitH WATER VAF'j- IN TIE WAVE NUREER RANGE tC '. TO 12t0 1/CM.
C00113 449 C
00.116 45* CATAAS.SCal) ,EXRi'-Ct.I) ,I32,47)/
00116 464 1 .17,.775, .135, .820, .115,.86, .15,.8 s,
00116 47* 2 .095,.885, .X91 ,..5, .0.91,.885, .001,.885,
o0116 48* 3 .091,.885, .091,.85, .r091, .85, .091,.880,
00116 49* 4 .095,. 860 .105,.830, .115,.795, .125,.760/
00116 5.0 C
00116 51* C FARANCTERS APTEARING IN ANALYTIC ExPRESSICNS CF TRANSHISSICN
00116 52* C TCU-IAX4 WATER VAFPO IN TIE WAVE NULICR RANGE 121i0 TO 2150 1/CM.
'9.1116 534 C
00"121 54* CATAaA.,.I ),I=48,85)/
03121 55* 1 .28, .42, .75, 1.5.
-00121 56 2 3.1, 6.4, 13.5, 30.,
0 ,121 57* 3 45.. 79., 12., i22 .,
00121 58* 4470.. 57J0., 295., 87.,
00121 59* 5110.. 235.. 37.., 4d5.,
00121 601 6320., 22.., 135., 87.,
00121 61G 7 52. 30., 18., 11.,
00121 862 8 7.7, 6., 4.2, 2.8,
0C1121 63* 9 1.5, .9, .6, .4,
00121 64* 1 .28, .2/
00121 65* C
00121 66* C WaVL&CYER INTLRVAL MID3C1INf6
00121 67* C
00123 68* CATAaINTERDI),I=1,47)/
00123 69* 1 37.5, 62.5, 87.5,
00123 7* 1 112.5, 137.5, 162.5, 187.5,
00123 71* 1 212.5, 237.5, 262.5, 287.5,
00123 72* 1 312.5, 337.5, 362.5, 387.5,
00123 73* 1 412.5, 437.5, 462.5, 487.5,
00123 74 .- 1 512.5, 537.5, 562.5, 567.5,
00123 75* 1 612.5, 637.5, 662.5, 687.5,
00123 76* 1 712.5, 737.5, 762.5, 787.5,
00123 77* 1 812.5, 837.5, 862.5, 887.5,
00123 789 1 912.5, 937.5, 962.5, 987.5,
00123 79* 1 1012.5, 1037.5, 1'62.5, 1087.5,
00123 80 1 1112.5, 1137.5, 1162.5, 1187.5/
00125 819 CATA.INTERI), I=48,85)/
00125 82* 1 1212.5. 1237.5, 1262.5, 1287.5,
00125 83* 1 1312.5, 1337.5, 1362.5, 1387.5,
ni p AAdt idI1.5, 1d 7.A, I Ad., %: 1A47.5:
00125 85* 1 1512.5, 1537.5, 1562.5, 1587.5,
00125 86* 1 1612.5, 1637.5, 1662.5, 1687.5,
00125 87* 1 1712.5, 1737.5, 1762.5. 1787.5,
00125 88* 1 1812.5, 1837.5, 1862.5, 1887.5,
00125 89- 1 1912.5. 1937.5, 1962.5, 1987.5,
00125 90* 1 2012.5, 2037.5, 27062.5, 2087.5,
30125 91* 1 2112.5, 2137.5/
C0127 92* CATAIRESPCNJ) ,J=1 ,85)/5--O./
C00131 93* ENC
LEN CF CCF-ILAT1ICt' M) CIAGN -tTICS.
93
FCrS TEMIAED/SLANT, TEMTAC, TETAC/SLANT
FCR 9L-/8/2t-18'
0 59 ,)
SUFRCCUTIN TEMIAD ENTRY FPOINT 9..166
TACTEM ENTRY rOINT 999177
STCRAGE USEC' CCCE"1) £139219 CATA"9) 9.16343 CLANK CCOfrlt2) £139
CC4N EBLCCKS'
C00;3 ZI t%1464
EXTERNAL REFERENCES aCLCCK, NAI-C)
04A EXP
000.5 NCRR3$
STCRAGE ASSIICElCNT aELCOC, TYPE, REIATIVE LCCATICN, NAME)
Osl i OLX12 iOL 1 0.i71 133G 001 01%075 137G 0001 C0131 2 L' C391 19.053 39L
0 cl 0391137 4.4- 31 000.123 56L 000,3 £. -X1 AE S R .193 C00620 AES$RC C.3 /001320' A 9rO
COC R £/03145 CEGRCE 033 01910 EXFCtO 90£3 L01,144 EXPCN £33 £.0632 ExPCNC 033 991154 Exr-c)
00Cr) R L£tI1Cl HEATER C-111 I EO0-311 I £13 C9325 INJFS 13tO9 R 9.'.OsC INTEN I £63 R 99.'0-310 INTEF
OC C0 I L4314 J 00C3 R '14 54 RESrCN 39.1 R 039R316 SFCf B £1'i R S0'3312 LCOEA yL.. R L139313 SLCFES
r00£O R l3,315 ZMVEND 0.033 0. 644 WEI G T
0010.1 1 SLURCUJTINE TEMTA'BaIETECT ,TEM- R)
00101 2* C
03.101 3* C THIS ENTRY FOINT RETLINS A TEt-(ERATLE IN CEGREES KELVIN WICH
00101 4* C MATCHES A CETECTCR INIENSITY. IF N) MATCH IS MADE A ZERO IS
00101 5* C RETURLED.
00101 64 C
00103 7* REAL INTEN
00104 8* REAL INTER
00105 9* PARAtETER SIZTRA=10r,
00106 10* COlCZ/Z1/ ADSCR SIZTRA), EXFCN SIZTRA), INTERISIZTRA),
00106 11* * RESCNSIZTRA) ,ACS:RCalO) , EXPrNCaIl) ,
00106 12* * CIGHTUSIZT-A) ,EXFC-CrSIZTRA) ,EXr<ftDSIZTRA),
00106 13* * ABSCROCSIZIRA)
00107 14* DIMENSICN HEATERtalLl') ,CEGREE100)
00110 15* BECYaV, T) a8.9349E- 13 V 3)/EXPad 1.4385V)/T)-I.O)
00110 16* C
LO.i11u lst I bLAKnu r ins *-As--s ;I.lme
UullU 1t C
03111 19* Il1
00112 20* 10 1:I+1
00113 21* IFal.GT.100) GO TO 30
00115 22* IFSCCTECT.GT.HEATERal-1) .ANC.CETECT.LE.HEATERe.I)) GO TO 20
00117 23* GO TO 10
00117 24* C
94
00117 25* C RETUIN THE , -JGHT TEMFERAIUiE
V171 26* C
0 120l 27* 211 CC4NT INLUE










.00122 29* SLCFEBu=aCETECT-HAERtI 
- 1 )/ u) ICATE k I ) - H) EATE a I- 1 ) 
.00123 3 * TEW-oi= SLCr-EA-4CEGREEaI - I )SLEC CC
EG EE I
)
0.11 24 31* RETUEN
00124 32* C
C 124 33* C ERRci RElTULN ZERO TEm"ERATLEE
00124 34* C
y.3125 35* 30 TE -CR=:0.
00126 36r RET\N
00127 37* ENTRY TACTEtTEmI-.WI,TRANGE)
(O 127 38 C
00127 394 C THIS ENTRY FOINT GENERATES A TE rFRATLE/INTENSIIY CALICiATICN
0'127 40* C TACLE I,10, CEGEES WICE IN STEFS CF C& CEGREE.
00127 41* C
Cl131 424 CEGREEal) =TEW-M-TFANEC/2.
0011132 43* 0 40 1=1,100
00132 44* C
00132 45* C INTEN IS THE TOTAL rLACKD:CY INTENSITY ACCEPTED BY THIS INSTRLIENT"S
00132 46* C RESF-O5E FUNCTICN.
00132 47* C
00135 480 INTE1-O.
00136 49* DO 53 J=1,85
00141 50* IFaRESFCIJ) .LE.C-.) CO TO 50
(1l143 51* WAVWN2INTERnJ)
0(1143 524 C
00143 53* C CCILITE A CLACK-DTCY INTENSITY AT 7THIS WAVEI UAE ANC TEWERATUE.
00,143 54* C





00146 57* 50 CCNTINLE
00146 581 C
00146 59* C JLTIFLY BY TkE 25 1/CM INTERVAL AND CIVICE BY 2.
O0146 G60 C
00146 614 C CCNSTRUCT A TErIPERATLUE [XTECTCR TABLE.
00146 62* C
00150 63,. HEATERl)I) = I TE25.
00151 64* IFaI.EQ.100) GO TO 40
00151 65* C
00151 66* C INCREMENT TEP
W ERATULE.
00151 67* C
00153 68* CDEGREE .l +) =CEGREEd ) +TRANGE/10.
00154 69* 40 CONTINUE
00156 703 RETIRN
00157 71* END
-CC rCXTLArCr' m-) DIACGN TICS.
95
FOC.S VAPRES/SLANI ,VA;RES,VAFr-ES/SLANT
FUNCTI1N VAPRES ENTRY FPOINT C00"Y66
STICRAGE USEC' CCCE41) CY7C ATAC t31 BLAN CtKt2) U01-0 -i




STCRAGE ASSIGPENT . LCCK. TYFE. RELATIVE LCCATIC, NAEC)
C:.r' ar.cz ICS23 0NJP$ 0.3 R C'-2 P1 TI -R ft . l3 FART2 rCO 
f . R -. '7 PARTS 0.1-t R #.0S15 PART4
0CYi.Y.. 0 10C.1,29 FA T5 .R L..4 FARiT6 . R iC.. 
FART7 0..Y R 0lY TRATIO ClCJ R O.,.. VAFRES
00101 1o FUJCTICN VAPRES'.T)
UIO11 2* C
00101 34 C THIS FU4CTICN CCIf-fUTS A VAT-, FE, '.'TE 
GIVEN A CEW FOINT TEWfERATLE
03101 4* C IT USES TIE "Gr'FF-ATCH" RCLATIN- ."t-ECIFIED 
IN TiC "SMIT-1tSNIAN
00101 5* C IETECR t CGICAL TAULLS'
0101 6v C
00103 7* TRATICr373.16/T
00104 8* FARTI=ra 7.9t 2989f(TRATI
1
-I.) )
00105 9* PART2= 5.0280t- LCGll "TR ATIO)
00106 10* PART6-tL 3.49149wTRATICO-1 .))
00107 11* PART4=unl./a CaFART6))-1.);"3.132E-G,3)+3. "O'5714
00110 12* PART7=11.344C*r1. c ./TRATIO))
00111 13* PARlT3=. nl.10•EART7) - 1.)1 .3O 6I -L 7 )




ON CF CCOHILATICN' NC CIAGNTICS.
96
AF, S RACMAPf/SLANI ,TLOW.7/ LANT








ADCRESS LIMITS C00100 025412 04I0 0 073377
STARTINCG ACCRESS 021320
bWROS CECIMAL 10507 IJCAN 1450 C BANF
SEGE4T MAIN 0010t0 025412 (4 13J 073377
NSWTCS/FCCR1 I 001000 
,01021
MNBLA(S/FCO 1 001022 001047
MN-,CS /FCR I 001050 00.1127 2 04001 -l 040 11
,.EFS/CiR 1 001130 Q001333 2 G40012 0400.31
NTCH/FCR 1 001334 001634 2 0400 32 040067
NEDCV$/FCR 1 001635 001770 2 040070 040127
,FTVS/FC 1 001771 0020 13
aNVYSr$/FCR 1 002014 002246 2 040130 040217
NcLtOS/FCR 1 002247 r.00,247 2 040220 C04244
-CLK S/FOR 1 002410 00L2532
NBSCLS/FCR 1 002533 002604
NU'CAS/FCR 1 002605 002640
I.tFOOS/FCR 2 040245 042446
B CL/R/UTL 1 002641 002703
B8IN/UlL
e6 INDT/U L 0 043032 C...
BOCCM/UTL 0 043306 043657
NININS/ICR 1 002704 003132 2 043660 043702
NINFTS/FOR 1 0033133 004012 2 043703 043725
NDTINS/FC 1 004013 004340 2 043726 043736
NIWJTS/FO I 004341 005315 2 043737 043770
WHTS/FC~ 1 005316 006223 2 043771 044037
97
NICErS/rIFCi 1 006224 V006356 2 044l10 044112
CHtlK/FCIr 1 C006357 07160 2 044113 044254
4 044255 044326
NIACD/F,C 2 044327 044370
WEXPS$/FCf 1 007161 007244 2 044371 0444'00
EOCLCr/UV L I 0.17245 .17314
EDC-LN/UIL 1 00'7315 -- 7516 0 044401 044440
ERUI/LIL
BCJUT/LITL 0 044441 044704
SXRTS/FC 1 007517 .007556 2 04470 5 044716
ASINCCGI/FVR 1 O. 7557 C.007772 0 044717 044744
NIC .i S/FR 1 007773 010034
UzSYS ,CCe.t4:t4 CLCCK) 044745 045006
ts-NlCI/CCr 1 010035 011216 2 045.007 045533
4 LrMSYS
NSYKI/Frc 1 011217 011446 2 045534 045540
NIER~I/FCR 1 011447 011531 2 045541 045670
-CLI r$/FCR 1 011532 011571
SINCO6S/FCR 1 011572 011723 2 045671 045712
ALCS/FR 1 011724 012041 2 045713 045753
NEXFF,/FCR 1 0121042 012234 2 045754 046025
WERRSF'CR 1 012235 012571 2 046026 046202
ExFS/FCR 1 012572 012C.rG 2 046203 tG46223
ECc0 1 012661 012753 0 046224 046262
30 046263 046300
VLA6 1 012754 013023 30 046301 046316
LABLV I 013024 013367 0 046317 046376
30 046377 046414
D ErMKV/MSFC 1 013370 013417 0 046415 046430
2 BLANKCORCN
CcJ4AT/fFC 1 013-20 013.-22 0 .6431 . 61.32
X1CV/MSFC 1 013423 013450 0 046433 C06441
2 BLANM$CCICN
PLOTV 1 013451 013472 30 046442 046457
ULLV 1 013473 013530 0 046460 G046460
30 046461 C046476
SCCTAD 0 046477 46576
xAXISV 1 013531 013617 30 046577 046614
LINRV 1 013620 014255 0 046615 4GG77
2 BLANM CC "
NONLNV 1 014256 014573 0 046700 046744
2 BLAN(CCC 04N
ERRLNV 1 014574 014675 0 046745 046761
2 BLAWISCCt0t
N
ER RNLV 1 014676 015011 0 046762 046774
2 BLANKICCt4:N
HOLDV/MSFC 1 015012 015046 0 046775 047r,002
2 BLAM( $CC W-W
srTeIV/M FC 1 015047 015107 0 047003 047013
2 LANKI CC*o.N4
CRACS 1 01511U 01514L u U4tum 6.'*,
30 G47016 1047:333
G"6 aCCt4 CLOCK) 047034 047036
SIZEV/MSFC 1 015143 015224 0 047037 047052
3 G4G 2 BLANK SCO.L
F1GEIR i 015225 015372 0 047053 047140
2 BLANK$C tIWN
98
TAK.L tIV 0 047141 047461
ECIT 
0 047462 047576
CAWIRAV 1 015373 0156'S 0 
047577 047642
30 047643 047666
SmrY 1 015606 015646 0 047667 047667
30 047670 047705
RITE2V 1 015647 016114 0 047706 047734
30 047735 04776C0
VCHARV 1 016115 01357 0 047761 050001
3.1 0500.2 05, 33
AFPNTV 1 016360 016436 0 050034 
05S0152
2 ELA1CCfU!!lt
FRINTV 1 016437 016556 0 050053 050061
30 0500.62 05'105
GIC1V 1 016557 017353 0 050.10.16 050222
2 BLANStCCM4N
SETMIV/mSFC 1 017354 017432 0 050.223 050237
2 SLAW.O^CC u4N




SCCOS aCCo-wtN CLOCK) 050432 050561
FLOTS 1 017756 020630 0 051.G2 052237
4 SCCH45
30 052240 052345
XSCALV 1 020631 0e1171 0 052346 
052375
30 052376 052410
LINEV 1 021172 021317 0 052417 
0524210
Z3 aCCo4 ELOCK) 052421 052425
Z2 cCCmmN CLOCK) 652426 0G 12,
Zi aCOC4DN CLOCK) 070156 071G41
LANSCO4,sN aCat4WN ELOCK)
MAIN 1 021320 024074 O 071642 
072611
3 Z 2 BLAN(COt4N
5 Z3 4 22
RADWJD 1 024075 024402 0 072612 072676
3 ZI 2 BLAN$C#42
5 Z3 4 Z2
CCeL 3 Z 0 072677 
072700
2 BLAN(K$CO"4"N
VAPRES 1 024403 024472 0 072701 
072731
2 BLA, $CC0 4 CN
TRANS 1 024473 025202 0 072732 073034
3 Z1 2 BLAN($CCH4'N
4 22
TE4TAB 1 025203 025412 0 073035 073377
3 21 2 BLANKSCCt34
SY.rsRI IBS. LEVEL 57N
RD OF CO LECTION - TIWM 3.293 SECCNS
99
HAF,S RACHAF/ SLANTI 71Li7/SLANT








ACM'ESS LIMITS 00l0.iY 024567 0404i13 Ci6372
STARTING ADCORESS 020767
,CRCS CECIMAL 10164 ICAW 8443 CCANK
SEGMENT MAIN .j1000 R145G7 04C'.X/ 060372
NS6fTC$/FCR I 001000 0 1021
RLK$/FCR 1 #001022 Q, 1047
NRNlC$/FOR I 001050 001127 2 04r0C#. 0400 11
1CFS/FCR I 001130 001333 2 040012 
040031
M3DCVS/FCR 1 001334 001467 2 04i0032 0400L71
NFTC4$/FC- I 001470 .501770 2 0400j72 040127
NFTVS/FCR I 001771 002013
NCNVTS/FCR 1 0"02014 002246 2 040130 040217
NCLC~S/FCR 1 002247 002407 2 040220 
040244
NPWLKS/FCR 1 Y002410 002532
NCSBLS/FCR 1 002533 0G2604
NUPCAS/FCR I 002605 002640
rNFOS/FCR 2 040245 042446
BOIN/UTL 0 042447 
043031
BOINDT/UTL 0 043032 
043305
BBCO4/LUrL 0 043306 043657
NDTINS/FOR 1 002704 003231 2 043660 043670
NXfr$/Fl 1 003232 G004206 2 043671 043722
NIOERS/FCR 1 004207 C-04341 2 043723 
044025
NININ$/FOR 1 004342 00'4570 2 044026 
044050
NINPT$/FOR I 004571 0-05450 2 044051 044073
100
NFMSIFC ,R 1 0.115451 C6356 2 044074 044112
ICkHiK/FIR 1 0.16357 l071671 2 044113 044254
4 044255 044326
NTADS/FC1 2 044327 (044370
WxF5$/FCR 1 0.7161 C16-7244 2 044371 0444(1 0
6CL:CF/UTL 1 007245 (0;7314
ELDCFEN/UIL 1 0.7315 6U0.17516 0 044401 044440
ERUS/UIL
EDC:UT /UTL 0 044441 ,.447 4
SO RrS/FCR i 0(Y7517 I 7556 2 L0447 15 44716
ASINCCO$/FCRt 1 (107557 0057772 0 044717 044744
CUF$/FCOR 1 0 7773 , I.'32
NIER$/FCR I (I 033 011 (115 2 (044745 (045074
NILr$S/Fcr 1 010116 l01 1 57
UcSYS CC*t-:IW CLOCK) 045C,75 045136
HstrcITCR/FCR 1 010160 011341 2 045137 045663
4 LU4,SYS
SINCC S/FCR 1 011342 011473 2 045664 045715
ALCCIS/FR 1 011474 (11611 2 6145766 045746
NEXP6t/FCR 1 011612 0-121-4 2 045747 0460352
NERS/FCR 1 012.5 012341 2 0460121 046175
MxPS/FC 1 012342 V1243C 2 046176 L046216
PRINTV 1 012431 012550 0 046217 046225
30 046226 046251
SCCTAI 0 046252 046351
EPJCC 1 012551 012643 0 046352 0464110
30 046411 046426
VLAGM 1 012644 012713 30 046427 046444
LABLV 1 012714 013257 0 046445 046524
30 046525 046542
ERK V/MPSFC 1 013260 013307 0 046543 .46556
2 BLANK'ICCHWCU
OCNPAT/MSFC 1 013310 013312 0 046557 4656.3
X)CV/KSFC 1 013313 013340 0 046561 G46567
2 BLA$CC"CN
F v 1 013341 013376 0 G46570 046570
30 046571 046606
XAXISV 1 013377 013465 30 0466,7 046624
LINRV 1 013466 014123 0 046625 G46707
2 ELANKtCCK4N
PeLNV . 1 014124 014441 0 046710 -046754
2 BLANKSCCItN
ERRLNV 1 014442 014543 0 046755 .4G771
2 BLANWS$COCH.N
ERRILV 1 014544 014657 0 046772 047.14
2 BLANKSCOF 4N
ICOLrV/MSFC 1 014660 014714 0 04701(5 047012
2 BLANKC*V DN
-
1 014715 (117!55 0 041713 (1Anl1f
30 047014 047( 31
SETCIV/MSFC 1 014756 015016 0 047032 047042
2 BLANK$CC*IWN
SETMIV/MSFC 1 015(17 015075 0 047043 047057
2 BLANK$CCMH'N
GRACS 1 015076 015130 0 04706Ci 047U161
30 0470G2 047077
GG tCC*HN BLOCK) 047101 047102
101
SZ1EV/MSFC 1 015131 015212 0 047103 047116
3 GGG 2 BLAN;oKCClH:N
DGLNR 1 015213 0153G6 0 047117 l047204
2 BLAPjSCC o t1
TACLIV 0 0472n5 047525
RITE2V 1 015361 015626 O 047526 047554
30 047555 04760.
VCHARV 1 015627 0160171 0 047601t 047621
30 047622 047653
EDIT 0 047654 t047770
CA41AV 1 016072 016304 0 047771 05034
3 0500.35 05o'3.
XSCALV 1 016305 01664.5 0 05%iG1 !551t.11
30 050.111 050131
LINEV 1 016646 016773 O 050132 050133
GRICIV 1 016774 017570 0 050134 05 02501
2 BLAPw)CoM1E




SCCIO4 4CC.MW ELCCK) 050443 050572
PLOTS 1 020114 020766 0 050573 052250
4 SCOtMS
30 052251 052350
Za aCOC:N ELCCK) 052357 052363
22 CMT14 LCCK) 052364 055153
21 uCaH N ELCOCK) 055154 056G37
etANe$CC-94 CCHNIt CLCOCK)
MAIN 1 020767 0C3335 0 0566.40 05723
3 21 2 ELANCcst,.N
5 Z3 4 22
RAC"X 1 023336 023557 0 057624 057671
3 Z1 2 ELA tCC4ONt
5 Z3 4 22
cCEF 3 21 0 057672 057673
2 BLAltCC#StV
VAPRES 1 023560 023647 0 057674 057724
2 BLAN SCCIt-N
TRANs 1 023650 024357 0 057725 0C0'.527
3 21 2 BLANWCSCC"C
4 22
TENTAB 1 024360 024567 0 060030 000372
3 Zi 2 BLANK SCci4t
SYSStORLIBS. LEVEL 57N
ED C CLECT!CN - T! * " .123 ECCMS
102
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